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Using the Time-of-Flight facility at the N a.tiona.l Accelerator Centre at Faure, 
the (p, n) charge-exchange reaction has been studied at intermediate energies of 120, 
160 and 200 MeV, and at angles of 0°, 2° and 4°. In this work the data collected 
for the 90 Zr target will be presented. The influence on the data from slow neutrons 
due to previous pulses is discussed and the best manner of removing them from the 
spectra is recommended. It is shown how the background cosmic rays can be utilised 
to measure the intrinsic resolution of the detectors and to obtain an estimate of the 
neutron energy threshold. The differential cross-sections for the states corresponding 
to Fermi and Gamow-Teller tra.nsi t ions were extracted from the time spectra. The 
sum of the strength of all the discrete Gamow-Teller states was determined and 
compared to the Ikeda. Sum Rule. It was found that only .50% of the sum could 
be accounted for in the discrete states. An overview of the theory that has been 
developed to extract Gamow-Teller strengths from the (p, n) cross-sections is given. 
Some of the theoretical models that have been used to describe the 90 Zr(p, n )90 Nb 
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Since 1989 a program studying the (p, n) reaction has been proceeding at the Na-
tional Accelerator Centre near Faure, Cape Town. The neutron time-of-flight spec-
trometer required for studying this charge-exchange reaction was fairly easily con-
structed. A 90 Z r(p, n) measurement could provide data for comparison to previous 
work to establish the accuracy of the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer. One might 
then proceed to investigate nuclei on which the (p, n) reaction had not been studied. 
There is interest in studying the (p, n) reaction on medium mass nuclei, both 
of even and of odd mass. This is because the strength of the Gamow-Teller (GT) 
transitions is of interest, and in medium mass nuclei the Gamow-Teller strength is 
concentrated in a clearly distinguishable giant Gamow-Teller resonance. In light 
mass nuclei, however, the GT strength is fragmented, and in heavy mass nuclei the 
GT giant resonance lies close to the Isobaric Analog State. 
So far the data of an odd-A nucleus has been studied by Tshivhase [TSH 92]. 
In the odd-A nuclei the difficulties in determining the ratio of the Fermi to the 
Gamow-Teller strength arise because of a mixture of both Fermi and Gamow-Teller 
strength in the Isobaric Analog State. This does not occur for even-A nuclei. 
In this thesis the data obtained in the 90 Zr(p, n )90 Nb reaction will be presented 
and its analysis discussed. The 90 Zr nucleus is of particular interest for a number 
of reasons: 
• in terms of the shell-model, a minor closure occurs at Z=40 and a major closure 
at N =50. Hence theoretical calculations for this nucleus become much simpler 
than for other nuclei, 
• the Isobaric Analog State can be seen clearly separated from the other Gamow-
Teller states, so the Fermi strength can be extracted unambiguously, 
• a number of discrete Gamow-Teller states, as well as the Gamow-Teller Giant 
Resonance, which are known to have an L = 0 angular distribution, feature at 
low excitation energies and can be used to extract the sum of the Gamow-Teller 
strength in the discrete states, 
1 
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• our measurements at NAC can be compared to previous work on the same 
nucleus to examine the accuracy of our neutron spectrometer, 
• estimates of the Gamow-Teller strength in the continuum may be made by 
analysing the angular distributions of neutron spectra at high excitation en-
ergies, but for this further measurements at higher angles are required. 
; I'\ 
Ji 
This thesis is laid out in the following way. Chapter 2 begins with a presentation 
of the reasons for interest in the (p, n) reaction. Then a short overview of relevant 
theory and information about the 90 Zr nucleus will be given. Specifically, the Ikeda 
Gamow-Teller sum rule will be shown, and a brief discussion of the possible reason~·~. 
for missing strength in experimental studies. 
In chapter 3 the experimental facilities used to acquire the data are describe9:· 
The major factors contributing to the overall energy resolution of the neutron time-.. : 
of-flight spectrometer are discussed. Then the method of recording specific events 
is described. 
The analysis of the recorded events follows in chapter 4. The main task )V~~rd• 
to extract the number of neutron events from the time spectra corresponding,
1
to 
specific transitions. . , . ·i,·;.; 
The extracted counts for each peak in the spectrum are converted to different~}, : 
cross-sections in chapter 5. Then the strengths of the Gamow-Teller states ary , .·. 
calculated and summed, and compared to the Ikeda sum rule. . . ,, . ' 
Conclusions are reached in chapter 6. Our measured sum is compared to .the,, .. 
Gamow-Teller sum from other (p, n) experiments, and recommendations for furt~~~1 , ''. 
work are given. . , ..... 
In the Appendix A the log of data on 90 Z r(p, n) that was recorded is show11.' ", , ; ~ 
;; ')J'.' ') I 
Chapter 2 
Theory and previous studies 
"' 
2~1: Reasons for interest in (p, n) 
The~(p, n) reaction at intermediate energies has received considerable attention in the 
last'two decades since it is a good probe of the spin-isospin excitations of nuclei, and 
because better techniques are available to measure the neutron energies accurately 
using the time-of-flight (TOF) method [GOO 79, GOO 80]. Experimentally the 
da'Ui:· can easily be obtained at 0°, which corresponds to small momentum transfer. 
r ln"'these charge-exchange reactions at small momentum transfer only the isovec-
to~ part ( T = 1) of the effective interaction is selected [LOV 87]. The isoscalar 
(Tif::::;O)' excitations are not allowed in a charge-exchange reaction such as (p, n ), but 
in '{p, p'), for example, both isoscalar and isovector excitations are possible. 
Useful calculations have been performed with the distorted-wave impulse ap-
prdkihiation (DWIA). The cross-section can then be split into a reaction part and 
a rilicf~ar structure part. If the reaction mechanism is fairly well known, then the 
structure information, such as the Gamow-Teller strengths and skength distribu-
tion, can be extracted from the experimental cross-sections. 
With the availability of medium energy proton beams the regions which are 
energetically inaccessible to ,B-decay can be probed. When the (p, n) reaction is 
performed at small momentum transfer, it can be related to the ,B-decay as shown 
in section 2.4. The (p, n) reaction would relate to ,a- decay, thus measuring the 
13--strength, S {3-. 
The ( n, p) reaction, the inverse charge-exchange process to (p, n), can be used 
to measure the ,a+ -strength, Sf3+. This strength should be nearly completely Pauli 
blocked in neutron rich nuclei, and its unblocking, especially in the fp-shell, has 
interesting consequences in stellar collapse [DRO 86, BER 87]. The fp-shell shell 
nuclei, eg. Fe, are abundant in the core of the supernova precursor. Inverse ,B-decay 
occurs during the collapse and a neutron star, or possibly even a black hole, is 
formed. The rates of these inverse ,B-decays have a great influence on the detailed 
dynamics of the collapse. 
A simple model independent sum rule can be used to compare the predicted GT 
strength with that measured by experiment. This sum rule predicts the difference 
between the ,a+ -strength and the ,a--strength. 
3 
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Extracting cross-sections from narrow discrete states is reasonably unambiguous. 
Difficulty arises in extracting cross-sections of some resonances at high excitation 
energies, where the peaks are broad and are lying on a continuum of unknown 
shape. The (3 He, t) charge-exchange reaction has been used in comparison with 
(p, n) to study the higher lying peaks. These two reactions have different background 
conditions, which should help to identify the broad states. Unfortunately each 
of these backgrounds is thus far not well understood, so the comparison of broad 
peaks is only of limited use. However, the emerging particle, the triton·, is chp.rg~,<,l. 
Hence the standard techniques to measure particle energies can be used (whid1:. 
are unsuitable for uncharged neutrons) and the (3 He, t) can be studied with' higp;. 
resolution in a spectrometer. . ... 
It will be shown that experimentally the sum rule could not be fulfilled. Theo:-
retical proposals to account for this missing strength will be overviewed. 
2.2 Nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleus inter-
actions 
In the (p, n) reaction the incoming nucleon, a proton, interacts with a nucleus which 
is a complicated system of bound protons and neutrons. The model of the nucleus 
would be very simple if one would assume that the nucleons are noninteracting 
amongst themselves. Then the free (p, n) scattering data could be directly related 
to the observables of a nucleus with A nucleons [GOO 87]. In this simple picture 
the kinematics and spin dependence would be identical and the cross-section would ; 
equal A times the free (p, n) cross-section. 
Such a simple model is modified by the binding effect of the nucleons and the,·. ! 
electric repulsion of the charged protons in the nucleus. But in the charge-exchari.g~ 
reactions of complicated heavy nuclei some of these simple characteristics are stilt 
visible. The nuclear medium has two effects on the reactions: 
·.~ 
• the waves of the incoming proton and the outgoing neutron are distorted· d'ue 
to the interaction with all the nucleons in the nucleus, 
• the transition of a neutron to a proton is not allowed for certain states'. in, ~he 
nucleus already occupied by a proton, so the low-momentum-transfer tra~si­
tions are Pauli blocked. 
The scattering of nucleons is often described by the transition operator (or t-matrix), 
tip, which is obtained from the free nucleon-nucleon (NN) interaction in the impulse 
approximation [LOV 81, KER 59]. 
The combination of all the nucleons in the nucleus can be examined by assuming 
an effective interaction, Vip, between the projectile (p) and the ith nucleon as 
(2.1) 
which is a sum of central(C), spin-orbit(LS) and tensor(T) terms, where each term 
vc,LS,T depends on isospin and the energy of the projectile. Explicitly [LOV 87] the 
Nucleon-nucleon and nucleon-nucleus interactions 5 
si:>in(S)- a.nd isospin(T)-transfer properties ol' the l .. ;,, are: 
(5~ T) = 0,0 1,0 0,1 1,1 
r c r,1CT· • T r;C + /,j'<r; 'G"p + IT 1 p + l'a~G"i '<Tp Ti' Tp 
+ VL 5 L·s,· + \·LSL·s T:·T + VL5L·s·T:•T T pt p T II p 
r;p ·,_, = 
)"" ... : 
+ r·T I)' + T/T5. T·, T I· •- "l].' I T tp t p 
;.,fu~:i : ' (2.2) 
T&i'~~·~ffective interaction is quite complicated. but it is simplified in the distorted-
wihi~l)1fnpulse approximation [TAD 87] int.he limit of zero momentum transfer. Then 
th~:~pin-orbit a.nd tensor terms, and those with a.ngula.r momentum transfer L > 0, 
are negligible. The important properties of the effective interaction can be un-
derstood by examining ea.ch of the cornpo11ent.s of equation 2.2 as a function of 
momentum transfer (q), projectile kinetic energy (T,)) a.nd spin and isospin transfer 
S and T. Each term in 1"!,, ca.n be related t.o an element tip in the t-matrix. 
~··N()w the energy dependence of only the cent.ra.I terms. shown in figure 2.1, will 
be ~xaminecL The most dominant term is the scalar-isosca.la.r pa.rt (V0c:), but this is 
:::n500 .. r ---~----..-----,.-----r----,..----~----.----. 
~~ f... A j ; (~ 
t>:>,J ,., . 
'.'f"· y·,,, 
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Figure 2.1: Energy dependence of !l1t crnlml co111ponents of the effective t-m.atrix at 
zero m.om.entwn. trans.fer, From (L 01 · 81 j, 
'' . ~ .I 
not 'present in the charge-exchange n'<-1ct io11s. \ ~C' is strongly energy dependent, but 
vac; and l1~c much less so. Tl111s 11·11<·11 ;1 p;irt icul~ir nucleon bombarding energy is 
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selected, specific states can be excited due to the energy dependence of the various 
central components of l''ir· 
2.3 Details about the 90 Zr(p, n)90 Nb reaction 
The ground state of 90 Zr ha.s pr = o+ and T = T: = (N - Z)/2 = .5, so by the 
(p, n) reaction some final state in the 90 Nb nucleus will be reached . On figure 2.2 
the energy levels for three members of the A=90 isobar are shown. Of particular 
interest are the levels of 90 Nb reached by 90 Zr(p, n), as they can be compared to 
states seen in the experimental (p. n) spectra .. The zero degree spectra. for each of 
----------
-------==--====== 
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Figure 2.2: Energy level diagram of three members of the A =.90 isobar. Using 90 Zr 
as the target, the (p, n) reaction reaches the stat.es of 90 Nb and the (n, p) reaction 
the states of 9oy·. From [HOR 75}. 
the energies used a.re shown in figure 2.4 on an excitation energy scale. The GT 
transitions proceed from the 90 Zr target o+ ground state to l + levels in 90 Nb. The 
detailed energy levels of 90 Nb, adopted from a. number of react.ions, a.re shown on 
figure 2.3. The only 1 + level seen to correspond to a peak in the experirne:r~.t?-L·. 1 
spectrum is the 1 + state at £ 10 = 2.:3089 l'v1eV. This state a.ppea.rs as a strong pe(I.~ ... 
in the (p,n) spectra (la.belled on the top spectrum in figure 2.4). Other i+ states 
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Figure 2.3: Energy level diagram. of 90 Nb. The 1 + states can be reached via the GT 
trtitisition from the 90 Zr ground stale. From [HOR 75]. 
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(down to about 1. 70 Mev) may also contribute to this peak, but with our resolution 
of ......,600 ke V the they would indistinguishable. 
There is no level corresponding to the small Ex = 0.9 MeV state observed in the 
spectra. This small peak is thought to be a combination of low-lying unresolved 1 + 
levels. No levels for Ex ~ 2.5 MeV are listed on the published energy level diagram. ' 
A number of interesting features can be seen in the (p, n) spectra (labelled on the 
120 MeV spectrum on figure 2.4): \.\ ··. 
• the Isobaric Analogue State (IAS), which is reached by the Fermi transition 
from the o+ target ground state to a o+ state in the daughter nucleus, and lies 
at an excitation energy (Ex) of ......,5,1 MeV with a narrow width, 
• the Gamow-Teller 1 +, T = 4 type states, of which some appear as narrow 
discrete peaks at low excitation energy, while others combine to form the , 
Gamow Teller giant resonance (GTGR) at Ex "'8.7 MeV with a full width a~ 
half maximum (FWHM) of 4.4 MeV, / 
• a Gamow-Teller transition to a T = 5 state at Ex = 13.4 MeV with FWHM 
= 3.1 MeV and 
• an L = 1 distribution at high excitation energy of ......,18 MeV. 
In comparing the (p, n) spectra of figure 2.4, it can be seen that as the proton energy 
increases, the strength of the F transition (to the IAS) decreases, and of the G5f'' , 
transitions increases. This is in accordance with the overall trend that F transitions 
strongly dominate spectra at low energies of Ep ~ 45 Me V and the GT transitio~s 
dominate at high energies of Ep ~ 100 MeV [GOO 80]. An overview of previog~ 
measured quantities for each of these transitions will now be given. ·· 
2.3.1 The isobaric analogue state 
The Fermi operator connects the o+ ground state in the parent nucleus to a unique 
o+ state in the daughter nucleus. Hence all the Fermi strength is concentrated in ' 
that state, and the neutrons from the Fermi transition have a unique energy .. Thus 
the measured width of the IAS is not due to a spreading in neutron energies in 
the Fermi transition, but only due to the experimental resolution. The transition 
produces a change in the projection of the isospin (C:iTz = ±1), but not a change 
in the total isospin (C:iT = 0) or the spin (C:iS = 0). The energy of the IAS can be 
given by an empirical formula fitted to the position of the IAS for many medium-A ' 
nuclei [TAD 87] 
WJAS 
0.722(2Z + l)A-1/ 3 - 1.13 
+ Q ground state 
6.893 MeV 
(2.3) 
where Z is the atomic number of the target nucleus. This energy of 5.03 MeV from 
the formula lies reasonably close to the measured value of 5.14 MeV [HOR 75]. 
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Figure 2.4: E.1:citation ene·1:r;y sper:lra 11.I EP = 120. 160 and 200 Me Vat zero degrees. 
The interesting features labelled on tin lop spcclrum are e;i:p/ained in the text. 
•,· -
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2.3.2 The Gamow-Teller giant resonance 
The concentration of GT strength in a peak at high excitation energy \vas proposed 
by Fujita et al. [FUJ 64, IKE 6:3] to explain the hindrance of P-·decay in medium an-d 
heavy mass nuclei. This resonance was first observed by Doering et al. [DO~ 79], in · 
the (p,n) reaction on 90 Zr a.t 25::; Ep::; 45 lVIeV. In the 90Zr( 3 He,t) reacti~~ inr 
1975 this broad peak was also seen [BLA 76]. Since the angular distribution:o(the' 
GTGR is similar to lower lying 1 + states, it was also assigned 1 + by Doering ~t'rZ:,. 
[DOE 75]. The GTGR is excited by the \ .. ~c~u · u r · r, and from a.bout 100.'M~.~(., 
upwards this resonance becomes a very prominent feature in the 0° spectra. · · · · · 
The energy separation between the GTGH and the IAS was predicted to be .. 
linear in (N - Z)/A [IKE 6:3, FU.J 64]. From experimental data the separation ~as 
determined by Horen et al. [HOH 81] as ' 
Ec'TGR - E1 .. 1s = G.I - GOT A-1 
and later with more available data. by Nakayama el al. [NAK 82] a.s . ·".""· ,,,..~ 
. '\ .... 
(2.5) ; 
where T = (N - Z)/2. The second formula rit t.cd the data. much better. It shq]N1s;,i 
that for nuclei with small neu tro11 excess the first t.erm (A - l /:3) dominates and.,t~e,.,, 
GTGR lies above the IAS. But. for heavv nuclei. t.he second term balances the.first. .. . :.•:J.1,: .. 
and the GTGR is at the same energy as t.hc !AS. The energy separation between th,~T 
GTGR and the IAS of :3.7 l\'1eV from t.he forrnula agrees well with the experimental 
energy separation of :3.G MeV. 
"'· (' ±· ~ l!lrt.. 
2.3.3 Other Gamow-Teller peaks 
At low excitation energies a strongly ex cit.eel state can be seen at Ex = 2.:3 Me.Y.; .. a ~' 
smaller peak features at .-....0.9 l\IeV. and anot.lwr small one at .-....:3.0 Me\!, seen as 11'i.1 
shoulder on the 2.:3 MeV state. These t !nee st.at es result from transitions to states 
with pr = 1 + and T = -L A brnad I wak at F:..'.r = 12 )j Me V can be seen in the 
spectra .. The strength of this peak is very similar to that of shell model calculations 
which show a T = :j sta.te at the same positio11 [l\lAT 8:3]. 'l: ;,~, 
2.3.4 Higher multipole transitions (L>O) 
A resonance with an L = 1 angul<-H dist.rihution was found at Ex = 17.9 1 M·~~_,:ir 
[BAI 80]. This feature is however not unique to a single target., but has beei1 i~en ,. 
in spectra from 90 Zr to 208 Ph. The typical \l'idth is .-....10 MeV and the Ex .-....20 MeV'. ·· 
[BER 81]. From studies on numerous t.argcts with A2:90 [HOR 81] the energ/igif!~,~~ 
ference between L = l resonances a11d t lw L\S ,,·;-1.s found to be linear in (N - Z)/A 1 ; 
1 
E!:::.L=t - E,_.,_..,. = J:U-; - (iG.OT A-1 (216)1i' 
with T = (N - Z)/2 a.gain. 
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Even at Ep = 200 MeV the resonance remains. At this energy the S' = 0 transfer 
is greatly suppressed, and so it is assumed that it is a spin flip, S = 1, transition 
[CHA 81]. When S = 1 is coupled to L = L then the individual states can have 
f '=. 0:'1, 2. In theoretical studies on 208 Pb, Krmpotic et al. [KR.M 80] have shown 
that J = 0 states have the highest energy, J = 0 and J = 1 have nearly all strength 
in th~ same state and for J = 2 the strength is spread over several states. Similar 
feah~~·es were obtained in calculations by Cha. et al. [CHA 81] of the L = 1 strength 
df~:iribution of the various J states in 90 Zr. These strength functions were smoothed 
wi\'~~ 1 ,~o{·entzian curves and compared to experiment: a. broad peak, as observed in 
expei:iment, occurs at about 20 lVIeV, hut the large L = 1 component at lower 
excitations energies has not been seen in experiments . 
. . hi measurements of angles up t.o,...., 48° a.t Ep = 200 l\:IeV, Ga.arcle et al. [GAA 81] 
observed an L = 2 peak at £". ,....,2..J l\:leV. with a width of 14 MeV. This peak 
corresponds to the transition f 5; 2 -? h11 ; 2 . Its maximum is at 0 = 10°, so in our 
a.\iailable spectra. at small angles up to ..J 0 this t.rnnsit.ion cannot be seen. 
2.3.5 The high Ex continuu1n 
The continuum a.t high excitation energies is of interest. since a. significant portion 
of the GT strength, which has not been measured in t.he discrete peaks, could be 
hiCf8.ei1 there. The continuum is featureless. a.11cl its shape and magnitude are not 
well1 'ti"nderstood. Many suggestions have been made how the strength could be 
shlff~1d fo higher excitation energy. and how tliis strength could possibly be found. 
TF1ese' points will be presented ill section 2.6. 
: •. i·;· 
2.4 Fermi and Gamow-Teller transitions 
The most interesting terms in the effective interaction (equation 2.2) a.re the central 
isovector (T = 1) terms. They can be relatf'd directly to the /3-decay opera.tors 
[TAD 87]. The non-spin-flip (S' = 0) corresponds to Fermi j1-deca.y 
•:Jli l :! (2.7) 
and the spin-flip (S = 1) to Garnow-Teller :J-deca.y 
(2.8) 
wh~~:,e 1 in the ;3-deca.y operators G\· and G .. 1 are the polar vector a.nd axial-vector 
cotrnljn~ constants respectively, t± is the (single-pa.rticle) isospin raising or lowering 
op~.r~:tor, and O' is the intrinsic spin operator [\VON 90]. For even-A, T # 0 ta.r-
ge~~.;~rith o+ ground state, these decays would be o+ -? o+ and o+ - 1 +respectively 
[TAD, -~l]. 
It i; useful to define the B(F) and B(GT), which are nuclear F and GT strength 
fur1-qtjons. More precisely, they a.re the F and CT reduced transition probabilities 
averaged over initial states and summed over those Fina.I states not distinguished in 
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the experiment, and summed over nucleons by the nucleon operator [GOO 87]. For 
F transitions this would be [TAD 81] 
A 
B(F) = 2Jil+ 1LIUllL7µ(k)lli)l2 (2.9} .' 
µ k=l 




1 L l(Jll L o-µ(k)rµ(k)lli)l 2 • I+ µ k=l 2.10 ~ ... ( 
..• ) §"> 
I 
For 90 Zr the ground state is o+, so Ji= 0. Usually B(GT) and B(F) are given in, .. 
units of g~/ 47r [GAA 81 ]. Then for a free neutron in the initial state, and a free .. 







All the Fermi strength is concentrated in the IAS, so B(F) = N - Z for that 
state, and is zero for all other states. However, the B( GT) is distributed over many 
states. In particular, the strength in the IAS is pure Fermi for even-A nuclei, b~'t':: 
is a mixture of F and GT in odd-A nuclei. The fraction of GT in the IAS ca~'be' '.· 
calculated making use of the ratio R which will be defined below (equation 2.18f,:..:j{', 
.• : I 
collaborator, V.Tshivhase [TSH 92], obtained the fraction of GT in the IAS for the 
51 V(p, n)51 Cr reaction as ""0.04 for EP=120-200 MeV. So also in this odd-A nude~~· · 
the fraction of F is close to unity. 
The sum of B( GT) is called the total Gamow-Teller strength, ie. I:i B( GT) = 
5(3. A sum rule for the total GT strength proposed in 1963 by Ikeda et al. [IKE 63, 
GAA 80] has been used extensively in these charge-exchange reactions. 
This model-independent sum rule is [GAA 81, WON 90] 
···,.' 
A 
5(3- -5(3+ LL IUI L <1µ(k)r_(k)li)l2 
f µ k=l . . \ ! .~ )' .~ ·;-· 
A 
-LL l(J'I L o-µ(k)r+(k)li)l 2 
f' µ k=l 
3(N - Z) (2.12)' . 
where the o-µ are the spherical components of the spin operator. 
If all the nucleons were completely free this sum rule would hold [GOO 87]. 
Then all the neutrons would be available for 13- decay, and at equation 2.11 it was 
shown that B( GTt = 3 for a free neutron, so the total 13- strength for the nucleu:s ·' 
would be 3 x N. In the same way the 13+ decay for protons would give 3 x Z, giving 
5 (3- - 5 (3+ = 3( N - Z). However, the nucleons are not independent, and in a nucleus 
with neutron excess, this inverse j3 decay would be strongly Pauli blocked, resulting 
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in Sf3+,...., 0. Using the 90 Z1·(n,p) reaction. the magnitude of 513+ can be measured, 
and if its contribution is small, then 813- ,..., :3(N - Z) [GOO 87, DRO 86). Even if 
the Sf3+ > 0, then :3(N - Z) is still a lower limit for the S13-. Here the discrepancy 
with experiment a.rises: for nuclei over a large mass range only a.bout 50% of this 
sum rule has been measured. A compilation oft.he summed strength for many nuclei 
has been given by Ga.arde [GAA 85]. 
2~5::, Strength obtained fron1 cross-sections 
The information we obtain from the experimental neutron spectra. is the cross-
section. \Ve want to use this to get information about the nucleus. The cross-section 
depends on a number of factors [TAD 87]: the projectile energy (Ep), the number 
and type of nucleons in the ta.rget A(N.Z). t.he energy loss w = Ex - Q9 .s. and 
the specific nuclear structure relationship l)('t.\\"c<-'11 initial and final states. So the 
cross-section can be written as 
j Jj 
(}" = (;,, ( Ep. A) r:. ( q. v.:) B( n) (2.13) 
wl{~~·eo: is F (S O,T = l) or GT (S = l.T = 1) and the a is the unit cross 
sedfi~n 
1
{ a proportionality factor), F is a form factor describing the shape of the 
cr6's~-section and B is the ,6 decay transit.ion strength. 
l" l"' 
, 1Jsing standard direct-reaction theory. the differential cross-section can be cal-
cur~.t~d· [KER :j9] in the following manner 
·! 
(2.14) 
where Ei(E1 ) is the initial (final) reduced energy and the sum is over the spin 
projections of the projectile and the target. By using the transition matrix, T, 
in the distorted-vva.ve approximation. applyi11g simplifications for sma.11 momentum 
transfer and using the eikona.I a.pproxi mat io11 for t.he distortion factors, the cross-
section [TAD 87] can be writ.ten as 
( ) - E I . 1 ·) 1 ·) ( ')) 1/3 -<J' q,w = l\( _,.p,"'-') .lsr - 0xp(-}rr ,.- ) exp(-.rA · +p(w)) B(S'T) (2.15) 
wllei·e'a kinematic factor ha.s hce11 deli11ed <-is 
: I ( 
L.'. [:' !..· I\' ( E . v.:) = -·I -· J __J___ 
/) . ( ·) ~ ,. 2 .'2 ) '2 h" -" /. c ., 
'..'. f i ''/ ~ 
and;Jth~ J ST is the Fourier Tra11sforn1 or t lw relevant effective nuclear interaction 
c01:nponent, either tr or tar [TAD SJ]. 
~)?r,eviously Coulcling et al. [COU 80] d<'li1wd the cross-section as 
(2.16) 
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where the ratio of the plane-waves and distorted-\rnves cross-section is called the,· 
distortion factor 
a(DW: q ... ,_.) 
ND(q,;.,.,•)= a(PH';O) · (2.17) 
Taddeucci et al. [TAD 87] compared the differential cross-section (equation 2.1.5) 
to full DWIA cakulations. Thev found that the simple model for Jrr == ·o+ 1 ~nd 
1 + transitions agrees very well with the calculations which also include non~.ce,~t~:~:L· 
interaction, L =/= 0 amplitudes and reasonable optical para.meters. Theda.ta for .. fiYC:i·, 
. l i 
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Figure 2.5: Comparison between the .full DlFl/I calculation cros.s-.sections (squm:es) .. 
and the model cross-section (dasher! line). Thr da.tafor.five masses at Ep = 120 MeV 
is plotted against energy loss. From. [TAD 87}. ·L : ' 
. 1--.\ 1;. 
To calculate the B(GT) for 90 Zr, the ratio of the unit cross-sections R 2 can be 
used 
2 . a-GT ( E,,, A ) 
R ( £ 7,, A) = , -( £:' 4 ) . O"J. P'. 
(2.18) r• . \' 
From equation 2.1:3, but using the kinematic factor I\. (Ep, w) instead of the full·; 
correction factor F(q,u.') this ratio, for even-A 11uclei. can be written in terms of the 
experimental cross-section, O"p and rrcrr. as 
2 O" CT ( 0°) ( N - Z) X ( '-'-'o) 
R = ar(0°) B(G'T) r\·( ... :i) 
#(.'1 
'. 1 .. ,.;, 
( '>19·)'' ..,,., . 
For odd-A nuclei R has to be slightly rnoclifi0d: then the cross-sections for the mixed ' 
IAS (Fermi and Gamow-Teller contributions) and a nearby pure GT transition a:re · 
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used. This ratio R ca.n be interpreted as 
(2.20) 
J\t i.nt~~\rbedia.te energies of 80-200 !V[e\!. in which we are interested, the D\i\1IA 
s~ows that the distortion factor ratio N,,r / N r is almost independent of energy 
atid>fJ°u7'/Nr,....., 1.2 ± 0.1 for GT and F transitions not widely separated in energy 
[TA'b;Sl]. Hence R very nearly equals the ratio of the interaction strengths l.I,n/ J'T'I 
at q ,....., 0. The significance of this R2 is [GOU 80] that it measures the effective-
ness of the (p, n) reaction in producing spin-flip transitions relative to non-spin-flip 
transitions. 
The ratio R has been measured experimentally from cross-sections for many 
even-A targets with N - Z '/= 0. To do this. t.a.rgets for which /3 decay lifetimes 
were known ha.cl to be used. The ,3 decay transition strengths were then calculated 
[\iVIL 80] from the j3 decay lifetimes by using 





with the coupling constants from Wilkinson [\VIL 82]. The values measured for 
R(E
1
>) have been plotted on figur<" :2.6. where equation 2.HJ wa.s used to calculate R 
for the even-A nuclei in the top graph in t.hc rigure. and a. modified equation for the 
odd-A nuclei in the bottom graph. From the figurf:' it can be seen that R(Ep) shows 
a mass dependence for Ep < 50 Me\!. Tl1c possible causes for this are [TAD 81): 
the effects of compound nucleus am! shape resonances. channel coupling, multistep 
reactions or other nondirect effects which ;-i.re most. significant at lower energies. 
However, in the energy range :)0 :::; Ep :S :WO :\1 f. \/ the curve of R is remarkably 
linear (as in figure :2.6). Taclcleucci cl ol. [TAD 87] concluded tha.t R(Ep) is a 
uhiversal characteristic of (p. n) scat t<'ring. 
So R can be obtained frorn the linear rclat.ionship R(Ep) = Ep/ E0 with Eo = 
55.0 ± 1.7 IvieV for even-A and thus the GT u11it cross-section can be ca.lcula.ted for 
ta.rgets with N - Z # 0 by 
' ( .~ ; : 
(2.22) 
; (. ~ . · .. 
Oi1ce the GT strength has been calculated for all (GT)- st.ates, it can be summed 
for all .those states, giving 83-. a.ncl comp;-1rcd to the Ikeda. Sum Rule. 
2.6 The missing Gan1ow-Teller strength 
The simple model independent sum rule proposed by Ikeda. states that a. lower limit 
for the sum of Gamow-Teller st.rengt Ii is S.;- - S11+ = :3( N - Z). In many nuclei all 
over ~he periodic table this surn rule not lw satisfied by the strengths extracted from 
experimental cross-sections. Ass11rni11g t.hat the S,3+ strength is small for neutron 
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Figure 2.6: The ratio R of unit cross-sections calculrded from. e:i:perimental cross-
sections for many even-A and odd-A nuclei. From {TAD 81}. 
:1:.:.r-·1 
rich nuclei, the lower limit for S13 - would be :3( N - Z). For A~ 90, only .50-60,% of~ 
the expected S/3- has been measured. 
There is still an open question as to ho\\' much of the strength is in the backgrouµd, 
underneath the discrete peaks, or in the cont.inuurn at excitation energies above/he 
GTGR. Two ma.in proposals have been made to explain the missing strength:,, ·l: ,rr: 
1. that L).(1232)-isobar-nucleon-hole (~-h) couple to proton-pa.rticle-neu'ti\0~1-';1 
hole (zm.- 1 ) states with the GT opera.tor. which removes some of the sti·eAgtl~''' 
to higher excitation energy [RHO 74, OST 82]. - · '·' 
... : ·, i i ,~'. 
: .-~·.... . 
2. that ordinary nuclear configuration mixing, such as between two-particle~two­
hole (2p-2h) states and lp-lh GT states. also shifts strength to higher exdta•,' 
ti on energies [SHI 7 4]. -- !. 
, • ' I ; < ~ < 
i=. 
There have been ma.nv calculations for each of the two proposals. An extensive. 
review of progress thus.far has been given by llertsch. cl al. [BER 87], and Osterf~l<) 
[OST 92]. . 
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2.6.l Delta excitations 
In this mechanism the internal degrees of freedom of the nucleon, identified specifi-
cally as the ~-isobar excitations of the nucleon [RHO 74], move GT strength from 
low excitation energy to higher excitation energy. The way in which the GT modes 
are coupled to internal nuclear excitations can be considered as a spin-isospin flip 
transition of a quark in the nucleon [OST 85]. 
The effect of these ~-h excitations can be calculated using the random-phase 
approximation (RPA) [CHA 81]. Then, instead of introducing particle-hole config-
urations, rather ~-hole configurations a.re used [BER 87]. The magnitude of this 
mechanism in quenching depends strongly on the coupling between the p-h states 
with the ~-h states. The results of this have important consequences for the under-
standing of the role of ~'sin nuc!Pi [OST 8.1]. 
2.6.2 Configuration inixing 
In this process higher-lying 2p-2h states mix with lp-lh states and shift GT strength 
to excitation energies much higher than the GTGR [OST 92]. The magnitude of 
this effect on the quenching also depends on the coupling strength, here between 
the lp-lh and 2p-2h states. 
If configuration mixing is a major contribution t.o t.he quenching, then the GT 
strength lies beyond a.s well a.s belo\\' t.he GTGR. It thus becomes very difficult to 
detect, because in the 0° spectra the continuum is fca.t.urcless. 
There have. however, been attempts to extra.ct. the GT strength from the con-
tinuum. At high excitation energies values of the GT strength can be obtained by: 
calculating the physical background in terms of single quasi-free scattering, sub-
tracting it from the spectrum and then analysing the residua.I spectrum for GT 
strength by performing a multipole decomposition. This method has been used 
[GAA 81, AND 8:j, AND 90] to obtain better limits for EJ: <.so lVIeV. 
As an example, Scholten et al. [SCH 8:3] searched for L = 0 strength using this 
method on 90 Zr(p. n) data. a.t EP = 200 !\lcV. Th0y used a qua.sifree background 
(calculated by Bertsch et al. [BEH 82] ) and a sum of l = 0, 1 and 2 angular 
distributions in the energy range E.,. = l!) t.o ,[.) \leV. By extra.ding the L = 0 
st1;e~~gth, they were able to account for a.bout /rnU' of t.he missing strength. Note 
thaf L = 0 strength which might. lie above E.,. = :)0 l\1eV cannot be extracted well, 
since even at 0° there is a large momentum transfer and the L = 1 distribution also 
becomes forward peaked. 
, One approach of addressing the question of how some of the missing strength 
has been shifted to higher excitation energy was taken by Drozdz et al. [DRO 86]. 
They show that conventional RPA results in two GT states clue to the mixing be-
tween 11199; 2 -+ r.199; 2 and 111.~hl/ 2 -+ r.l.q7; 2 transit.ions. When they allowed for 2p-2h 
mixing, they found significant spreading of the higher energy resonance. Of interest 
is'that a. ta.ii developed towards the h igl1 excitation e11ergies so that a.bout :30% of 
tl~e 3(N-Z) sum rule lay a.hove E,,, = 21 MeV. 
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The relative importance of these two processes of removing the GT strength 
has not been established conclusively. Various theoretical studies have provided 
differing results: for some the ~ excitations were of greatest importance, for others 
the configuration mixing, and for yet others both have a comparable quenching effoct 
(BER 87]. . ,.. .' ; \-: : ,', ·--· 
In the next chapter details of the experimental a.ppa.ra.tus which was utilised to 
acquire our data will be given. From this data the GT strengths will be extracted. 
The sum of the GT strength will be compared to t.he sum rule outlined above in 
this chapter. 
. ~. : " ' 
..... -.V.: 





The (p, n) experiments were performed wit.h the k=200 cyclotron at the National 
Accelerator Centre (NAC) near Faure, Cape Town. The proton beam was sent by 
the light ion injector cyclotron (SPCl) into the separated sector cyclotron (SSC) 
and then tra.nsport.ed to the N-line (on the lower right in figure 3.1). The targets 
Pot.ARIZED JON SOURCE (BASEMENT) 














Figure :3.1: Layo·ut of the beamlines and sliirlrling walls at NA C. The neutron tirne-
of-fiight facility is along the N-beam line. Fmm {NA C 91}. 
20 m 
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were situated in the beam swinger vault and the neutron detectors in a hut outside 
the main building in the neutron time-of-flight park (to the right of figure 3.1 ). The 
data analysed in this study was recorded during October/November 1990 and during 
June/ July 1991. A log of the run data is listed in appendix A. 
The beam currents that were used lie in the range 80-2000 nA. An average 
machine vacuum of 5x10-5 Pa [NAC 90] was maintained. The proton energies of 
120, 160 and 200(±0.1%) MeV were utilised. Neutrons were observed at angles of 
0°, 2° and 4° relative to the incident proton beam. The event rate for the 90Zr, 
134 mg.cm- 2 target for neutrons detected above threshold was "'70 events/second, 
when the detectors were placed at 174 m from the target. The typical beam energy 
spread was 150 ke V as discussed in section 3.2. 2. 
The experimental facilities that were used at N AC will be described in section 3.,1. ; 
The aim of the time-of-flight method is to obtain as good a time resolutioil· aif 
possible, and hence an energy resolution as good as possible, to measure neutfon 
energies. In section 3.2 the major contributions to the total energy resolution \vi~f': 
be discussed. The electronics used to determine valid events and the apparatus ·used'< 
for recording the data will be outlined in section 3.3. " ·_;,'· 
., ~ 
3.1 Experimental facilities used 
' \ \.": j • 
3.1.1 Zirconium targets 
Two self-supporting metallic 90 Zr foils were available. The one target of thicUtlefs :: 
10.0 mg.cm-2 was used during the experimental sessions in 1990, while another oC 
134 mg.cm-2 was used in the 1991 sessions. Although the resolution of the d~j<'l:;:, 
from the thinner target used in 1990 was much better than that for the latter, 'the 
statistics was much poorer due to the lower reaction rate because of the small~r 
target thickness. The 134 mg.cm- 2 target was kindly supplied by the Indiana Uni-
versity Cyclotron Facility for use in the 90 Zr( n, p) experiment. For this reaction a 
high rate was required, thus such a thick target was used. So the 1990 data was·used 
only to check the trends of the data at the later experimental session (ie. changes 
in the spectra with changes in energy and angle), but could not be used to extra~t 
reliable cross-sections. The isotopic purity of the thicker target used for the_~~ata 
presented in the analysis was 97.6%. The isotopic abundance of this 90Zr 'target 
are listed in table 3.1. The targets were mounted in a movable target ladder1with 
six positions. Of those one was used for a scintillating quartz viewer used for fine 
adjustment of the beam on the target, and another for the natural Li targ~t used 
for efficiency measurements. 
3.1.2 Neutron detectors 
Each neutron detector consisted of a NE102A scintillator of dimensions 60 x 10 ;><;(' 
10 cm3 , viewed at each end by Hamamatsu R329 photomultiplier tubes (10 stage;·), 
2" diameter photocathode with E934 base), coupled by tapered perspex light guides>' 
The components were connected with optical grease and each detector was house&· · 
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Table 3.1: Isotopic abundances of the Zirconium target used in 1991. 
II Isotope (Z) I Atomic % II 
90 97.62± 0.10 
91 0.96 ± 0.05 
92 0.71 ± 0.05 
94 0.55 ± 0.05 
96 0.13 ± 0.05 
) ··~ [ " 
·.~·o .:.··· j::.·~ f J 
. ·y~: (': , .. ,. 
..... , --!"~/':_)~ 
-~· -
in a light-tight aluminium box. The height and width dimensions of the detectors 
ha;.d t.o be large enough to obtain a reasonable efficiency at the long flight path . 
. >~"J:rertical stack of 6 detectors was used. The stack was positioned transversely to 
th~; neutron beam, so the total frontal detection area was 60 x 60 cm2 • The depth of 
i! '/. • 
t~«r .. petectors in the direction of the neutron beam is determined by two requirements 
[MAD 83): it should be larger than the average range of charged reaction products 
from the neutron interactions in the detectors, and small enough so that the detector 
thickness does not contribute significantly to the flight path uncertainty. 
The voltages for the photomultiplier tubes (PMT) were set at nominal values of 
-1500 V, and were adjusted roughly to match the amplitude spectra of all detectors. 
3~t~.3,_. Flight path 
TFte len'gth of the flight path is determined by a trade-off between obtaining a good 
energy resolution and a good efficiency. As the flight path is increased, 
-,~.tr.the time spread of neutrons of differing energies increases linearly, but the 
, . ;, tirpe resolution remains constant. So the energy resolution improves with 
... j,increasing flight path, but it will reach a limit. This limit is determined by 
[;>-:.factors independent of the path length, such as the energy resolution of the 
J•);.l,fpr9ton beam. 
j2~.;·;the,efficiency of the system decreases since the detectors will cover a smaller 
r; 'r 
1~C?lf d angle (the solid angle decreases as the square of the flight path length) . 
.. , . p 
r~frithe· absorption of neutrons increases as the neutrons need to traverse a longer 
~:·::·f di's.tance through air between the target and the detector, also decreasing the 
; \•:,_: refficiency. 
The longest flight path available in the park is 200 m. The neutron detectors were 
positioned at a distance of 174.8 m from the target. 
The coaxial cables from the hut to the dataroom were placed along the surface of 
th~: ground, and so the pulse propagation velocities may be affected by the diurnal 
tem!?erature variations. Changes that would occur in the transit time are significant 
for));i~ timing pulses, which are measured relative to a fixed point in the cyclotron 
rag~9Jrequency (RF) phase. The diurnal variation in propagation time was of the 
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order of 1 ns. This effect was minimized by splitting the experimental session into 
runs of about four hours each, so time variations within a run were well below the
1 
· 
cyclotron pulse time uncertainty of a.bout 1 ns. 
The neutron flux was attenuated between the target and the detector. This 
reduced the intensity of the beam at the detect.ors. and thus the efficiency of.the 
spectrometer. The following substances lie in the path between the target and· the 
detector: 1 ')' · · 
• a steel plate, of 1.2 cm thickness, at Lhe end of the proton beam line to mai~.tain c 
the ma.chine vacuum, · .. ,' 1 ·· ,_,. 
' 't• 
l '_;;.: 
• a.bout 174 metres of air, ma.inly 02 and N2, 
• a :3 mm pla.tegla.ss window of the detector hut. 
• the 2 mm thick wall of the .4/ box which housed the detectors. 
The neutron tra.nsmission is defined as the fraction of neutrons that actually reach · 
the detector compared to all the neutrons emerging from the target towards the de-
tector. The tra.nsmissions were calculated by Newman [NE\V 91] for various ener-
gies. For energies used in this analysis they are 0.56±0.0.5, 0.62±0.09 and 0.71±0.14 
at 120 MeV, 160 MeV and 200 MeV respectively. 
3.1.4 Pulse selector 
A difficulty experienced in the data. a.cquisit ion are tlw wrap-aro'l!.nd neutrons. The..seL· 
are the slower neutrons from a beam pulse on the target which a.re being overtaken 
by the faster neutrons from the next pulse. In sectio11 4.4.1 a method for removing 
the \Vra.p-a.round neutrons from the neutron spectra is discussed. It is desirable to 
have as large a pulse separation as possible to reduce this wrap-a.round effect:'The 
pulse separation can be increased by using the p11 lse selector in which the selection' · 
ra.tio can be set from 1 in 2 pulses to 1 in 7 [NAC 87]. In these experimental ses~tons1 ·: 
the selections of 1 in 6 and 1 in 7 were used. Table :3.2 shows the time spa.cing'&f;:o 
the proton pulses at the various energies when using the pulse selector. 
Table :3. 2: The period between proton ;111./.<;cs "'ho wn with and with.out pulse selection:! l' 
Enu'!J!J RF period vu /.-.;c' select ion PS period 
(MeV) (MH::) ( ns) (ns) . ;, ' - ; : ~ 1 '..> ~ : 
120 21.2 47.1 l :G 282.5 
160 2:3.9 41.9 l :G 2.51.4 
200 26.0 :38.:S 1:7 269.2 
"::, 'fi! 
The pulse selector provides a sinusoidal signal at the same frequency at whi'ch;;i 
the proton bunches arrive at the t.;uget. called the pulse selected radio frequeri;dy' 
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t'.' 
(PSRF) signal. The arrival time of the neutrons at the detectors is measured relative 
to this PSRF (section :3.3.2). 
At the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility a. better method was us~a. There a 
stripper loop has been utilised which provided a pulse separation of 1.8 /lS [FRI 85]. 
This (flfi'l.plecl measurements up to t:xcitation energies of 120 MeV at Ep=160 MeV, 
whereas at that proton energy we were only able to measure up to Ex .....,45 Me V. 
3:t>s: ' Beam swinger 
The beam swinger was used to obtain neutron measurements a.t various angles with 
respect to the proton beam by varying the angle of incidence instead of the angle 
of observation. The a.va.ila.ble range is from -5° to :35°. The hut can be positioned 
along the flight pa.th a.t a.n angle of 0°, :30°, 60° or 00° rela.t i ve to the undeflected 
proton beam, so the possible angles of observation range from -:)0 to 12.5°. For the 
present data. only measurements at 0°, 2° and 4° were taken. The beam swmger 
corisists of three large dipole magnets [N AC' 90]: 
Magnet 1 is a. circular pole deAecting magnet. lt is used to set the angle at which 
• , . the proton beam will hit the target.. 
Magnet 2 is a. specially-contoured wedge-rnagnet. used to guide the beam onto the 
fixed target. Using an excitation current of 190 A for this magnet a field of 
1.35 T was obtained. 
Magnet 3 is a deflecting magnet to guide the non-interacting beam and all charged 
' A.reaction products into the beam dump. The value at which this magnet is set 
.!;1rr.is not too critical since the dump is about :30 cm wide. 
' .. 
.,The beam swinger has thus far been operated fairly reliahly. However, the mea-
sur~d angular distributions at :200 !VleV rrorn the week-end of 21-24/06/1991 did 
nobf9Uow the expected angular trend. It was cleclucecl that the angle settings were 
slig~1t,y,incorrect for this data set (see section 5.1.1 for more detail). 
3.2 Overall energy resoltition 
The 1:energy of charged particles can be measured accurately by detecting the light 
output from the ionization they cause i11 a scintilla.ting medium. They can also 
be measured by a. magnetic spectrograph or a solid state detector, but for the un-
charged neutrons all these tools are inapplicable [GOO 80]. A neutron ca.n only 
be detected in a. scintilla.tor when it. scatters off a charged particle which in turn 
ca.uses ionization. The energy spectrum of t.hat detect.eel particle, resulting from a 
monoenergetic neutron source, is not. rnonoenerget.ic. but has a continuous energy 
distribution [FIR 79, BRE 87]. This occurs because the neutron ca.n scatter from 
diffe,i;~:mt types of particles in the medium a11cl the angles of the knocked on charged 
pa.rt;pl~ can differ. So the measured pulse height is not uniquely related to the 
neutron energy. 
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A better method for obtaining neutron energies is the time-of-flight technique, 
whereby the time the neutrons take to fly along a known path length is measured. 
In 1938 the initial proposal of using neutron time-of-flight spectroscopy was made-, 
by Alvarez [ALY 38, ALY 87]. The method was extensively used in experiments at.: 
low energy with reactions from light charged particles and photons from a range of 
accelerators [FIR 79]. Several nuclear physics research centres, for example NAC, 
IUCF, LAMPF, and TRIUMPF, have utilised time-of-flight for the (p, n) rea.Ctioh 
[ZAF 80] in the intermediate energy range, obtaining time resolutions of about 'f ns· .. 
or better in the intermediate energy range. i'; 
By using relativistic kinematics, the energy of the neutron can be calculated from·; 
the time-of-flight, and hence the energy to which the residual nucleus is excited: 
So the energy resolution of our system will depend mainly on the numerous timing 
uncertainties. In this section the various uncertainties which contribute to the overaU , 
energy resolution will be discussed. ;, ' 
3.2.1 Timing uncertainties 
' 'I; 
An overview of numerous timing contributions in a. NTOF spectrometer is given by. 
D'Agostini, et al. [DAG 81]. The main timing contribt1tions arise from the spread·o1'' 
arrival times of protons in a beam pulse on the target, called the beam time width;··' 
and the intrinsic time resolution of the detectors. ~ r ·" 
1 
Beam time width 
The proton beam tii11e width was often the largest contribution to the overall Mme;; 
resolution. The beam time was measured with a proton telescope continuously 
during the runs to measure the time quality of the beam as well as to check'fof':i. 
drifts in the beam time. '·" 
The proton telescope consisting of a. thin ( 5 mm) 6£ and a thick (.50 mm) E'' · 
scintillator (both ma.de of NE102A), and wa.s positioned at 30° with respect to the 
undeflected proton beam at about l m from the target. Both scintillators w¢re ·' 
coupled to R329, 2" Hamamatsu Photornultipliers (with £9:31 bases). The proton': 
telescope was set to detect elastic scatters from the (p, p') reaction. For elastit · · 
. ' 'I 
scatters the time structure of the proton pulses at :30° should be the same a5 -~he··· 
time structure of the beam pulses. This reaction was selected by gating only for th~ 
highest energy protons scattered in the direction of the telescope. 
First a. threshold was set on the E detector, which measured the full energy 
of the scattered proton, to select only the highest energy protons. Then these 
protons, which leave a characteristic amount of energy in the .6.E detector, were.~ 
selected accurately by setting a tight energy window on the .6.E pulses. Finally' the ·· 
discriminated .6.E and E signals were put in coincidence to exclude any events that 1 
did not originate from the target. This .6.E/E coincidence was used to start a TAC';, 
and the PSRF (provided by the pulse selector) was used to stop it. The amplitude;' 
of the TAC pulse was then a measure of the time between the protons being injected·, 
into the cyclotron and arriving at the telescope (pl us a.n arbitrary consta.nt). The 
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FWHM of the distribution of the TAC output pulses provided the width of the 
proton beam pulses. 
, At the energies of 160 and 200 Me V it was noticed that the highest energy, 
elastically scattered protons were not stopped in the E detector. Thus they did 
not deposit their full energy and became indistinguishable from the lower energy, 
inelastically scattered protons. Therefore a :3 cm brass energy degrader was placed 
between the .6.E and the E detector, reducing the energy of the protons to about 
120, MeV. They then stopped in the E detector a.nd the procedure outlined above 
CGtJld be followed. 
The finite measured time width of the beam is ma.inly clue to the different path 
lengths which the protons of difrerillg energies follow through the cyclotron. We 
also measured the drifts of the beam time relative to the PSRF reference signal. 
Goodman reported [GOO 79] that very small drifts in the magnetic fields in the 
cyiclotron ca.use changes in the o\·erall transit time of the accelerating particles in 
the cyclotron; the result is a time shift of the beam time. If the drift was significant 
over time, then in the off-line analysis long rnns were split and the sections shifted 
relative to one another and added to reduce this effect. 
The time resolution of the telescope itself was found by starting the TAC on 
the .6.E pulse and stopping it on the E pulse. using only elastic scatters. At beam 
en~rgies of 120 a.nd 160 Me V the F\VI-I !VI of t.he peak was measured as 250 and 380 
psr~spectively. This accuracy was good enough to measure a beam timing width of 
ab~t{t 1 ns. 
For most of the sessions the beam time was a.bout 0.7 ns. During some runs the 
time width degraded to ""1.5 ns, while for some runs it was improved to 0.4 ns. 
Intrinsic detector resolution 
I,' 
D~¥,·ing the (p, n) data acquisition backgrou ncl cosmic muons were detected. Those 
muons which deposited energy in ea.ch of tl1c 6 detectors, and had thus traversed 
the whole vertical stack, were recorded. 
'.l'he procedure for cakula.t.ing the intrinsic resolution is described in detail in 
se~.ti~n 4.:3.2. The average intrinsic resolution ( F\VHl\.1) was found be :3:30±30 ps 
(si~nil~r for all detectors). For a s1wcific experimental session it remained fairly 
J. ' . ' 
COD;:'.ita,11t; in between sessions changes occurred presumably because of changes in 
tlw'.:'qt~_'a.Iity of optical contacts bet.\\'e<~11 the scintillator, the light guides and the 
PMX's . 
. IJ' 
3.2.2:· Energy uncertainties 
There is a spread in the energy oft.he proto11 beam from the cyclotron, which can 
be t~med by adjusting the width of colli11rntor slit.s at a bending magnet close to 
the .exit of the cyclotron. During the (JJ. 11) experiments the slits were set to give 
an energy resolution, .6.Ep(bearn ). of 0.0/:Yli' [CON 92]. In Table :3.3 the proton 
energy uncertainty a.re sho\\'n for the energies used in the experiment. At ea.ch 
ben~ling magnet a.long the beam line after ext.raction from the cyclotron the protons 
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Table 3.3: Proton energy spread from the beam extracted out of the cyclotron and 
from the proton interacting at different depths in the 90Zr, 134 mg.cm- 2 target. 
~EP( target) EP ~Ep(beam) 
(MeV) (keV) (keV} 
120 90.0 540 
160 120.0 442 
200 150.0 385 
' ,•' ' ~ ~ . .. ..... 
of differing energies will follow slightly different paths, which results in further tirrie · ; 
spreading of the proton pulse. So the actual contribution of ~Ep(beam) to the
1< 
overall time uncertainty ( a.s shown in table 3 .4) would be slightly more significant:: ' 
Another uncertainty in the energy of the proton arises from the uncertainty of the''' 
depth in the target at which the proton interacts. The incident proton looses energy 
by ionization in the target, so the further the proton traverses the target before the 
interaction takes place, the lower the proton energy. The maximum energy los~, 
~Ep(target), is between those protons scattering at the front and those scattering 1 , 
at the back of the target, up to 540 keV at Ep=120 MeV (table 3.3). This spre'\4~·· 
in proton energies results in a spread of neutron energies, which produces a spread ' 
in the flight time of around 800 ps at Ep=120 MeV. 
3.2.3 Geometric uncertainty 
The geometrical uncertainty arises from two contributions to the uncertainty in the 
flight path, L: firstly the overall uncertainty in the surveyed distance between target 
and detector, and secondly the uncertainty in the interaction position of the neutron 
into the detector, which changes from event to event. 
The flight path uncertainty from the surveyed length of the path is 0.05 m. The 
uncertainty on the interaction position is 0.1 m, since the neutrons can interact at 
any position into the 10 cm depth of the detector. 
So the flight path would only be known to 0.10 m accuracy. But the uncert~in,ty 
of the depth of interaction can, however, be reduced to "'0.03 m by positioniJ:lgr th,e,-, 
detector stack longitudinally to the beam. Then the time difference between, ,ti1e;; 
times of the two TDC's on either end of a detector can be used to determineJh.e-~, 
position of interaction to an accuracy of "'0.03 m. :: :r;--.;., 1 
The combination of the flight path uncertainty, and the uncertainty of the area,,, 
of the detectors, provides the uncertainty in the solid angle subtended by the de-,': 
tectors. This error will be introduced when calculating the differential cross-secti9ll•': 
(section 5.1). The physical dimensions of the scintillator can be measured tq~an 
accuracy of 0.001 m, but the area for efficiently detecting neutrons is not so clearly"' 
defined. The neutrons interacting on the edges of the detector are likely to depo~it -~ 
only a small amount of energy in the detector without crossing the energy threshq~4.;
1
,: 
So an uncertain detection region of 0.005 m width around the edges of the detec~or., 
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exists. 
3.2.4 Total resolution 
The various uncertainties can be combined to obtain an estimate of the overall time 
uncertainty, and hence the total energy resolution [MAD 8:3]. Two uncertainties, 
namely those in the position of the interaction in the target and in the detector, 
were rectangular distributions, while the others were gaussia.n distributions. These 
two uncertainties were divided by JI2 before combining them in quadrature with 
the other uncertainties to obtain the total resolution [MAD 83]. Table :3.4 provides 
an overview of ea.ch of the t~ncertainties for the runs at Ep=l20 l\,ieV, () = 0°, and a 
flight,pa.th of 174.S m. resulting in a flight time of rvl:320 ns for the highest energy 
neuj;rons. 
'°.'.!. !.J l J 
'. J, (._,. 
Table :3.4: Combination of typical unr:erlainlies .for Ep=120 Me V, () = 0° showing 
th~ total calculated energy resolution. During 80me n1.ns a better beam time of up to 
400:]Js was obtained compared to the tabulated value of 900 ns. 
·· :.r7·\ .. Type of 'llncerlainty ~Energy !::,.time 
(keY) (]JS) 
Time beam time 900 
intrinsic cletec. res. :3:30 
Energy 6£71 ( beam) 90 469 
··~d .. ~Ep( target.) 540 811 
Geometric Detection position 218 
~ • i TOTAL time uncert.a.int.y 1:3.58 
energy resol u Lion 276 
, .r . 
., The -total time uncertainty is 1.:36 ns, \vhich would correspond to an energy 
res'elution of 276 keV, The experimental energy resolution, obtained from the width 
of't~e'1IAS, is .57:) keV. The expeCted uncert.aint.y is about twice as good as the 
resdl'utfon obtained from the measured widths. Possibly the error on some of the 
quantities was underestimated. or there could have been t.irne drifts in the stability 
of:-t11e pfoton beam which would haYe reduced the resolution. Note that not all of 
the<errdrs above are totally independent.. There is a pa.rtia.l correlation between the 
bea:tn time and the spread in the beam energy [l\IAD 8:3] . 
. ; O'ti~· total resolution is slightly better than the .6.E=660 keV obtained by Bainum 
eflaI:'[BAI 80] for their (p,n) experiments on ~.lOz,. at Ep=120 MeV, L=62 m. Our 
be'~t i·esolution was obtained at Ep=l60 lVfeV, namely a. resolution of 550 keV. This 
enal~led us to observe more structure in the GTGR than had previously been seen 
a.t £~=160 MeV, L=45 m, with a resolution of t:300 keV [TAD 86]. 
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3.3 Deter~ining and recording valid events 
Two types of events, called valid events, were recorded by the neutron detectors in 
the hut: 
neutron events occurred when a high energy pulse was detected in at least one of ' 
the six detectors. The fanned-in amplitude of the pulses from the phototubes 
at both ends of the detector had to exceed a neutron energy threshold (E;hr) 
to produce a neutron trigger. This energy threshold was the best compromise , 
between a high E;hr that reduces the wrap-a.round neutrons, and a. low E;hr 
that results in better count rates. The E~hi· was set between 40 and 60 MeVee 
[NEW 91]. 
cosmic-6 events were recorded when a. pulse was detected in each of the 6 detec-
tors. The cosmic muon threshold was set at a value above the noise, but well 
below the cosmic peak, which corresponded to an a.vera.ge energy of 22.3 Me Vee 
being deposited in a 'detector. The cosmic-6 rate was fairly low at about 0.5 
events/sec. 
For each of these events the following was recorded: the arrival time and amplitli~~ 
;\•·\'\ . 
of the pulse in each of the detectors and a number which indicated in which of the' 
detectors the event(s) took place. Other recorded data are the 6.E/ E pulses .ai;id , 
the scalar to measure the integrated current. ·· · _, (, 
l_ : ! ! '_.~I / 
'1,·,.j;, ;. 
3.3.1 Layout of recording apparatus 
'' ,. 
; , ! l • ( 1 ~ 
The main section of the electronic equipment was situated in the hut housing.'ith~·. 
neutron detectors in the park. This included the circuitry (using NIM modules) ,~o;: 
record time and amplitude signals of the neutron detectors with a CAM AG. cr~t~;; 
(the schema.tic layout is shown in figure :J.:3 and will be explained below). ,.,Tli-Y ;/ 
electronics for obtaining the 6.E and the E pulses from the proton telescope (.<;l~t<PfA i .· 
in section 3.2.1) was inside the ma.in hall near the beam swinger vault. r~·.~he 
data.room was the beam time ADC, the dead time correction circuitry, the cun:ep~ .. ; 
integrator connected to the Fara.clay cup in the beam dump, two CA.MAC crates,.,.t}i.~,: 
micro-programmable Branch Driver (MBD) and the VAX computer. The comp4~1er 1 
control and spectra display of the experiment could be done either in the datar,oom 
or in the hut. 
The three CA.MAC crates, one in the hut and the other two in the dataroom; ~. 
were used to read the experimental data from the CAMAC modules. A micr.o;i'; 
programmable Branch Driver (MBD-11) acted as an interface between the CAMAQ·:i 
crates and the VAX 11/730 acquisition computer. The data. was recorded on mag:-'.(' 
netic tapes and replayed offiine on the VAX 6000-:3:30 at the University of Ca;pe 
Town. ' , .,,_ 1c 







Figt~r~,:J-2: Ti·ming m.easu.rem.enls of ralid r-.·1·e11ls, using the PSRF as a sta.rt1 and a 
del~i;ed event pulse as the stop. Sec lc:d for crplanrtlion. 
~ .Y _ • •• I ; 
,(J: 
3.3.2 The method of timing measurements 
A neutron emerging from the target int.lie (p. n) reaction cannot be used to produce 
a start pulse. It is uncharged. which means it is not ionizing, and can thus not be 
detected twice a.long its flight path [GOO 84]. However, the cyclotron pulses are 
tightly bunched (within a.bout 700 ps. as shown in section :3.2.1), so the start time 
cotilCI be taken from the cyclotron Rf' accelerating rnlta.ge. The pulse selector was 
utflised (section 3.1.4), so actually the PSRF' signal wa.s used for the start. The stop 
ti1tie 'was then formed by the signal from the detected neutron event. The cosmic-
6 'e~~nts a.re unrelated in time to the PSH F .• but for recording purposes the same 
tii'Y1i'hg ~'nethocl as for the neutron events wa.s used. 
·"l:E'h:ei·e a.re, however, many more PSRF' start pulses than there a.re stop pulses 
frohYtlie events. So the neutron event trigger (which will be explained in section 3.:3.:3 
bel~{v-)'-'lia.d to be combined with t.he PSRF t.o produce a good start only for valid 
eveiit-s; a.nd to produce only one good start per valid event. 
The· method of measuring t.he time as sta.t.ed above will be illustrated using 
figure :3.2. The first pulse on the figme (from the top) is the event trigger. This is 
stret·ched to produce a. wide trigger (next pulse). This wide trigger was just shorter 
th·a.n:; it he pulse sepa.ra.t.ion bet ween succPss i ve PSRF signals (next pulse shown), 
which ·wa.s a.bout 260 ns (a.s list.eel in t.able :3.2). Hence there would be only one 
PSRF signal for ea.ch valid event. 
"-'The wide trigger a.ncl the PSRF were placed in coincidence, producing a good 
start (a.son the figure). Note that the time of this good st.a.rt is determined by the 
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PSRF, ie. by the beam, in this coincidence. Sometimes the time of the coincidence.-··. --···1 
was set by the wide trigger, resulting in spurious events as described in section 3;3.4. · 
Part of the original signal from the detector had been delayed by about 320 ns such 
that it will be later than the last possible start pulse. It should be noted that this 
is the same signal from which the trigger had been formed, only with a diffeteh"ce .. , 
in delay. It is then used as the stop shown on the figure, and the measured time is 
indicated by the arrow. 
~--··· .. ·~· ~ 
3.3.3 Electronic event triggering 
The method of triggering for valid events using fa.st electronics will now be described. 
The outline of the circuitry in figure 3.:3 is simplified to show the modules for onJy 
one detector. Each detector has two photomultiplier tubes, with their own high 
voltage supplies, connected to it. Two anode signals from each PMT are used: part 
of the signals were delayed, the other part was used to determine if the event was of 
interest to us (ie. a valid event). If so, then the delayed signals were used to record 
the amplitude and time of the event pulse. 
The one anode pulse was attenuated a.ncl clela.yecl by about 320 ns until an event 
trigger could be generated. A valid event would open the ADC gate, and the am-
plitude of the pulse would be measured by the ADC. 
The other anode pulse wa.s sr>lit in a. 500. pulse splitter. One output of this 
splitter was sent to a constant fraction discriminator (CFD). One CFD output was 
delayed by ......,300 ns, and would a.ct a.s the TDC stop in the case of a valid event. 
Another CFD output was combined with the CFO output from the other PMT of 
the same detector in a mean timer module. From the mea.n timer a.n output was ' 
discriminated and recorded in the pattern register. This pattern register showed in 
which of the detectors the event took place, a.s well a.s what type of event occurred 
·.i1> •. 
(each type of event sets a specific bit). Another mean timer output was s~t in_ .. ' ... 1 ... 
coincidence with pulses from the other five detectors, thus determining a cosmic-
6 event. The procedure for setting the coincidence was clone using three 4-fold . 
I 
coincidence units: two to determine time coincidence between the top three O!:_ t~~- _______ 1 
bottom three detectors, and the third to deten!1ine coincidence between both 'these 
sets of three detectors. One output set the pattern register as the cosmic-6 bit, while 
another was sent a.s a valid co.smic-6 event trigger. 
The other output from the splitter (for both PMT's of one detector) were summed 
in a. quad linear gate a.nd sent to a. 6-cha.nnel discriminator with similar signals from 
the other five detectors. In this unit the neutron thresholds for ea.ch of the detectors 
was set, such that only neutrons depositing above a.bout 40 MeVee in a detector 
were recorded. The 6 discriminated signals were OR'ecl to form a neutron event . -. ---·--
trigger, which also set the neutron bit in the pa.ttern register. 
The two types of event triggers, cosmic-6 and neutron events, were OR'ed in- a1 i 
four-fold coincidence unit, set at coincidence level one. If the event trigger module 
was busy, further events were vetoed. Then the trigger of a valid event was stretched 
to form the wide trigger, which wa.s set in coincidence with the PSRF signal as 
explained above. 
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The coincidence output, called a. good start is fanned out through a quad dis~ 
criminator into four pulses with the following functions: the event trigger, the strobe.· 
for the pattern register, the start for the TDC's and the gate for the ADC. As meh- : 
tioned above, one anode pulse had been delayed so that it could be read into th{' 
ADC once a valid event had been determined, and the one output from the d:FD 
was delayed such that it would form the stop of the TD C's in the case of a Valid· ' 
event. 
. .~ ).' ... ! . 
3.3.4 Spurious spike due to electronics 
At the end of the mean time spectra a. sharp peak can be seen (channel 9:30 ·oil'" 
figure 4.1 ). This is due to the electronics and is not a feature of the neutron ene1:gy. 
As explained in section :3.:3.:3, the timing of an event begins with a good start and ' 
ends with the delayed signal of the event. In figure :3.4 it is shown that a good ·St<frt -· 
is the coincidence between the wide lriggu· and the PSRF (shown as PSRF 1 on the 
figure). Usua.lly the timing of this coincidence is determined by the PSRF. But if t~e r 
I 
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Figure :3.4: For the longest possible lime m111.';;111·ul for an event, the same time\~' 
recorded for PSRF signals arriving Jusl br:forr the wide trigger (see te:i:t), resulting 
in a spurious spih: in the mean t im c spcclru 111. \. ;'";. (; 
PSRF comes slightly before the ,,·icle trigger (such as PSRF 2 or as PSRF :3),"aritf~ 
the coincidence requirement is still rnet. lhrn the start tin1ing comes from the \\r'i1de'': 
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trigger, which has the same timing structure as the stop. All such pulses, ranging 
within the width of the PSRF (ie. in the range of PSRF 2 and PSRF 3), will be 
rec9rded with the same time, forming the spurious spike. Hence the width of the 
PSRF should be as narrow as possible to reduce the number of these events. 
;These spurious events are recorded with the longest measurable time. So only 
neut1r-ons which a.re almost wrapped a.round to the next beam pulse a.re affected, and 
thus the neutrons in the region of interest a.t earlier times are not influenced by this 
effect. 
For cosmic-6 events the delay in the electronics is longer than for the neutron 
events (mainly due to the 3 logic units used in forming the cosmic-6 trigger). The 
ma.ximum time that can be measured for them is short.er than for neutron events 
by 9-boµt 21 ns. So the spurious spike for cosmic-6 events is formed 21 ns earlier. 
Thi~, spike is not visible in the neutron spectra, since all the cosmic-6 events were 
e}\ctlnded when genera.ting the spectra. 
". :·· .; 
3.13!5 Electronic settings 
The high voltage on ea.ch of the photomultiplier tubes was set manually to equalise 
the shapes and gains of pulse height. spectra.. The average vol ta.ge was a.bout -1500 V, 
bi'.1t individual values ranged from about -1400 to -1700 V. 
J The gains on the ADC pulses were adjust.eel such that the positions of the cosmic-
6 and neutron peaks were at similar chann<"ls for ea.ch of the 12 photomultiplier 
tubes. 
For ea.ch session of experiments. the TD< :·s were set to nominal values of 4 chan-
nels/ns. They were calibrated exactly such t.lia.t the time spectra. could be normalised 
t9 precisely 4 ch/ns during the off-lint' analysis. This was clone by feeding a. pulse 
with varying known delays into the TDC's and then noting the channel number of 
tlie peak in the time spectra.. The relatiw' calibration factors ranged from 0.990 to 
I.927, depending of which TDC's were used. 
' 
3.3~6 · Correction for electronic dead time 
i. '1 
The <lea.cl time was corrected for by only rPcording the integrated current when the 
c~mputer was not busy. The non-intera.ct.ing protons were deflected by the third 
b~am swinger magnet (behind the target.) onto a Faraday cup which was connected 
to'. th.e.¢urrent integrator unit. The signal oft he current. integrator was discriminated 
a1)<l used to measure the amount of charge passing through the target that did not 
interact. But the recorded current integrator signal was vetoed when the acquisition 
cotnputer was busy, thus correcting for the dead time. The clea.cl time usually varied 
between 2 and 5%. 
" ) ' 
. ' ~ \ ~ \ '. : . 
3.3. 7 Neutron detector efficiencies 
Tlf~ip,.eutron detection efficiency in t lw 11e11t ro11 tinw-of-Aight spectrometer was de-
tern::i;inecl using the secondary-measurement rnethod. \Vat.son, el al., [\i\TAT 8:3] pro-
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vide an overview of other available methods: the direct measurement technique, 
indirect methods and the computational method. 
Two measurements are needed in the secondary-measurement technique. In our 
case the yield measured by our detectors for the 7 Li (p, n) reaction, of which the 
neutron cross-section is known, was compared to the measured yield of the 90 Zr(p, n) 
reaction, for which the cross-section is unknown. Since the yields are proportional 
fl" t·-
to the cross-section and the neutron detection efficiency, and the proportiolf<ii'.ty p 
constants could be measured, our detector efficiencies and the known cross-~~~tio~~· 
could then be calculated. 
In our experiment the laboratory differential cross-section for 7 Li(p, n )7 Be(g.+-f
1 
0.43 Me V) as reference cross-section was useful. This is because 0° differential crosf:::... 
sections for transitions to the ground and first excited state (at Ex=0.43 MeV) in 
7 Be at a number of beam energies are available in the literature [TAD 87, WAT 89], 
and the reaction has a high cross-section. So, during our (p, n) experiments only . 
short runs on 7 Li of 10 min were sufficient in between the longer runs of ,..,,,4 liout~ :_ 
on other targets. Thus the efficiency determination became an integral part of't!ie:_''. 
acquired data. ·::: '" · 
A collaborator, R.Newman [NEW 91], determined the experimental efficiencies:· 
For extracting differential cross-sections for summed runs, the weighted efficiencies'.1': 
for all six detectors and for all runs were obtained. For 90 Zr at EP=200 MeV th~ 1 1 
weighted efficiencies are 2.11 % for the summed 0° spectra. 
·,, ~··, :·~ 
~ ·, . 
I~ the following chapter the analysis performed on the cosmic-6 and on_Jh..thq 
neutron events, acquired at NAC in the procedure outlined above, will be descfip~d·dJ ... 
,.._[! ! 1~·-; 
'_· ·,'L~ !J·:-:H1 
j,jy 'Hi.J ·~c~ 
.r:• 
'/1(1: i iJ I tJ 
.;.l<-: ·.u 
Grhapter 4, 
.::~ ~~.u.: ~ '.:'-'. 
Analysis of the events 
.'.i 
Ttji~:f:hapter begins by defining the features in the neutron spectra. that will be used 
in)'.~t~r on. Then follows the discussion of two applications of the cosmic-6 events. 
Fci-i·
1 
the neutron events it is then explained how the problematic wrap-around events 
were accounted for, and which events were rejected in genera.ting the mean time 
spectra. Finally an outline of the peak-fitting procedure used to extra.ct the number 
of events for peaks corresponding to specific transitions will be given. 
i .1 f.~ 
4.1 Description of spectra 
A typical mean time spectrum can be seen in figure 4.1. The mean time (of both 
TDC times of one detector) will provide the TOF independently of the impact 
position along the detector. This occurs since the mean photon transit time from 
thd.JSdntillation event to both ends of a long detector is independent of the position 
of interaction [MAD 83, BRE 87]. Hence in the analysis mean time spectra were 
generated for each of the six detectors by a.vera.ging the time of both TDC's for a 
detector. The mean time spectra. show, from left to right, increasing time-of-flight 
of the neutrons. This increasing neutron flight time corresponds to a decreasing 
neutron energy (in a non-linear manner), a.nd hence an increasing excitation energy 
of the daughter nucleus. The main featm:es in these spectra., as la.belled in figure 4.1, 
will now be described briefly: 
• the wrap-around region consists of slow neutrons from a previous beam 
pulse; it can be seen from channel 0 to about 200, but is hidden underneath 
the rest of the spectrum, 
• a number of discrete states. whose intrinsic width would be less than the 
instrumental resolution of rv570 keV, 
• a few broad peaks: the Gamow-Teller giant resonance (at channel 350), 
which is a. combination of many close unresolved discrete states, and a dipole 
resonance (at channel 500), 
• a featureless continuum in high excitation energies (above channel 500), 
slowly decreasing with increasing excitation energy, 
:35 
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1 t;' 
Figure 4.1: A typical mean time spectrum showing the main .features for the 90 Zr 
target. This spectrum was generated from 9 hours of beam time, with an integra~ed. 
charge of 15 m.C and a target thickne:58 of 1.'34 mg.cm.-2 . . ~·. '~-
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• a sharp spike at the end of the spectrum (channel 9:30) due to the instru-
mental effect explained in section :3.:3A, 
• overflow events in the la.st bin of the spectrum (channel 2048, usually not 
plotted on the sea.le of interest) in one detector, caused by events in another 
detector which produces a common TDC start, but for which this detector 
does not generate a TDC stop signal. 
The two types of events, the cos·mic-6' events and the neutron events were used in the 
analysis. The spectra at zero degrees were used, because they correspond to almost 
zero momentum transfer, in which case the results can be compa.recl to /)-decay. The 
goal is to extra.ct differential neutron cross-sections, to calculate the sum of all the 
Gamow-Teller strengths and to compare t.h is to the theoretical Ikeda. sum rule. 
4.2· ·Excitation energy spectra 
Fro1:n the time of arrival of the neutrons at. the detector the energy of the neutrons 
can.calculated. The energy of neutrons from a. specific transition need to be known. 
Then the spectra. can be plotted in terms of th<~ <"nergy to which the nucleus becomes 
excited by the (p, n) reaction. The energy of the neut.rons from the transition to the 
g1~ound state was ca.lcula.ted using relativistic kinematics. 
i _Since the arrival times a.re measured with an arbitrary additive constant, the 
ene1'gy of neutrons in at least one peak in the spect.rnm must be knO\vn. In the 90 Nb 
spectrum the IAS a.t Ex= 5.14 lVleV is a well-known. clear peak. Its position in the 
time spectrum was used to calculatP t.he corresponding excitation energies for the 
other neutrons. 
i-..··The time the neutrons from the t.ra.nsit.ion t.o the IAS state would take to flv to 
~ M 
Hie ~detectors was calcula.ted bv . . . ~- -
(
. ( 9:rn.5:s:3 )·2)-112 [ I J 'tn/ L = :3.:3:36404 1 - ns m 
T,, + ~n~J.:)::d ( 4.1) 
whei.:e· L=l74.6 m is the path length bet\\'cen the target and the detector and Tn 
the kinetic energy of the neut.rons from the t.ransit.ion to the IAS. 
4~3· · The cosn1ic-6 events 
Cosmic muons provide a. continuous backgrol!11cl of events. Some of the muons inter-
acted in only one or a. few of the detectors. while others interacted in a.11 six of them. 
In section :3.:3 it wa.s explained how t.he critC'rio11 was set up for recording cosmics 
which interacted in a.11 six detect.ors. Her<" an m·erview of two uses of recording these 
cosmic-6 events will be given: 
1. determining of the intrinsic rcsolt1t io11 of tltc df'tect.ors. 
2. obtaining an estimate oft.he 1wut.ro11 t hresl1old for ea.ch of the six detectors. 
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' 
Another use of the cosmic-6 events could be to monitor the stability and performance 
of the detectors. 
. , .r.'1 .. 
4.3.1 Event rejection 
Some of the events taken by the cosmic-6 trigger had to be rejected. A cosmic-6 
event, requires a trigger in all 6 detectors, but for some events (of the order of :~O{!c>)i' 
the time recorded for some TDC's was either zero or overflowed. 
Due to cable and electronic delays, there are different time delays for the tdmes·:~ 
of each of the TDC's. During data acquisition at NAC the times of the cosmics·~ 
have to lie within the wide trigger (as described in section 3.3). If the time1is-'SO· 
early that at least one TDC is recorded per detector, the event fulfills the cosmic-.6 ' 
requirement, but some of the times of the other TDC's may be recorded as zero. , 
These events were rejected, because not all the necessary information was recorded .. 
Overflow events occurred when a pulse was detected in one of the two TDG's,, '. 
but not in the other. That TDC was then not stopped and thus overflowed. These r 
events were also removed. ·_,, ·: · 
''' 
4.3.2 Intrinsic resolution calculations ·ii: /,., 
The difference between the detection time of an event from either end of a detecior / 
provided a measure of the position along the detector where the event took pla:c~! I 
Muon fluxes at sea level have a mean energy of 2 GeV, and so the muons travel<.at"· 
relativistic velocities in s.traight lines through t~e. stack of si~ detect?rs. T~is. pa:fr ' 
of t~e muon can be partia.lly reconstructed by lmmg up the mteraction pos1tionni/' ·1 
all six detectors. ' · .: , . 
Unknown delays in the electronics and the cables for each detector shift the:tim~ :, 
differences of the detectors relative to one another. These delays are called thr"time':~ 
offsets. However, these relative offsets can be found by taking a large nu~ber ·df ·,· 
cosmic-6 events from a run and varying the time offsets such that the reconstructed. , 
paths lie as close as possible to a straight line fitted through the time differences~ ·r1:; 
By then using the time difference and these time offsets for each of the detectots,!1, 
the position, x, along the detector where the event took place can be determiii:ed:;;:: 
us mg 
where Veff is the effective light velocity in the detector, and Coffset is the offset' due·r'. 
to cable and electronic delays. The Veff can be obtained by measuring the ·witlth; :: 
of the time difference curves, which should be twice as large as the time the' liglit " 
takes to traverse the length of the detector, and then using the physical length.~r·: 
the detector to calculate the effective velocity of light in the detector. The effective'.: 
light velocity was found to be ,.._,15 cm.ns-1 [KAB 90] in the neutron detectors:·O 
The differences between the reconstructed paths and straight line fits to th~k'e •. : 
points were called the residuals. A measure of the intrinsic detector resolution *'as1 .. • 
then found by binning the residuals into histograms and calculating the full width:! · 
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at half maximum (FWHM) of the distribution for ea.ch detector. This intrinsic 
resolution should remain stable over different runs if the apparatus is not altered. 
Figure 4.2 shows that the resolution stayed at a.bout :330±:30 ps for each of the 
detectors for a set of 52 runs. 
4j:.3 , Threshold detennination 
During the (p, n) experiments no high energy neutron sources a.re available to cali-
brate the amplitude spectra .. Although the channel number of the neutron thresh-
olds-_can clearly be seen in the amplitude spectra, the actual neutron energy of this 
threshold is not known. The neutron energy cannot be measured accurately by the 
pulse height of an event, because only the energy of the scattered charged particles 
is detected. A possible calibration source a.re the muons from cosmic rays. They 
travefa~ the detectors at energies of about 2 Ge V, and are thus minimum ionising, 
and:,deposit 2.23 MeV/cm in the scintilla.t.or [NEW 91]. But the cosmic events tra-
verse the detectors a.t different angles, a.nd hence deposit differing a.mounts of energy 
in the detectors. If the traversing angle is measured relative to the vertical axis of 
the detectors, then vertical muons would int.era.ct at 0°, and muons traversing the 
60 cm x 60 cm stack from one corner to the opposit.e corner at a.bout 4.5°. 
·;; 'j['he angle at which the muons traversed the detectors, Oi, was calculated from 
th~. inte~·action position in ea.ch detector. The muon events were split into 5° bins 
ac.cprding to their traversing angle. The position and amplitude of about 10000 
ev~nts were plotted for ea.ch bin in figure 4.:3 for one detector on the outside of the 
st~ck, detector 1 (the bottom detector), and one near the middle, detector 3. 
It can be seen· that the higher the angle, the greater the energy deposited in the 
de.te..ctor. For ea.ch set of angles the energy deposited in the detector can be calculated 
by_,;fi)µ. = 22.3/cos01• The position of the maximum of the peak in ea.ch amplitude 
sp,edra was measured and plotted against. energy deposited in the detector. By 
exti;apolating a straight line through these points to the channel at which the neutron 
thr~shold lies, the energy of the neutron threshold was found to be 37 ± 5 MeVee 
at,fi;cp:-:- 120 MeV and ,....., 60 ± 5 l\foVee at EP = 160 Me\!, assuming linearity of the 
sciµ,~HJa:4or response. . 
On the amplitude curve for detector l (figure 4.:3), low amplitude shoulders can 
be ::;e~n on the left of the amplitude curves. These shoulders are due to cosmic muons 
-·I 
wll.ich traverse only part of the thickness of the top and bottom detectors. For the 
inq~r. det~ctors the muons have to traverse the whole thickness of the detector to 
fu!tiltthe cosmic-6 requirement, while for t.he out.er ones, the muons can enter (or 
leci.xe) the stack through the sides of the detectors. The cosmic-6 thresholds are 
fa~ffY· l2w in ea.ch of the detectors, so muon~ that only traverse part of the outer 
de~yFtoi·s get detected, a.s long as they deposit. more than the threshold energy. 
o~ the graphs on the left of figure 4.:3 the position of interaction for muons 
is ,.shRwn for a range of interaction angles. For both detectors l and 3 the muons 
wl~ich jnteract vertically lie in a rectangular distribution along the whole length of 
th~ 1d.etector. As the angle of interaction increases, the position where the muons 
can interact in each detector becomes limit.eel, as the muons still ha.ve to fulfill the 
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Figure 4.2: Intrinsic resolutions for each of lhe si:r detectors, calculated using cosmig.; ·, 
6 events for a set of 52 runs. . .. , 
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Figure 4.3: Position along the detector and amplitude for cosmic-6 events at different 
angles through the detector stacA:. Each histogram represents a range of 5°; the bold 
curve is the sum of the others. Position curves are on the same vertical scale, 
whereas the amplitudes are on di;ffering .vertical scales so that the position of the 
peak can be seen more clearly. 
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cosmic-6 requirement. Thus diagonal muons have to cut detector 1 on the ends of 
the scintilla.tor, while they have to pass through detector 3 nea.r the centre .. The 
gradual change of the rectangular distribution to ea.ch of the two extremes can be 
seen clearly. The central spike in the position for detector 3 in channel 50 probably 
arises from events which had times close to zero, but were not removed when the 
zero events were disregarded. 
4.4 The neutron events 
The condition for an event to be recorded as a neutron event is that the amplitude 
signal for a.t least one detector is above the high neutron threshold. The amplitude 
signals for the two PMT's of each detector a.re summed using a linear fan-in module, 
and a single threshold is set for this combined pulse. 
4.4.1 Wrap-around neutrons 
The wrap-around neutrons are recorded when the slow neutrons of one pulse are 
overtaken by the fast neutrons of the next pulse. When these slow neutrons get 
detected, they will be recorded one beam period later than the faster neutrons. They 
will thus be overlaid on the spectrum of the faster neutrons. Since the spectrum 
a.t higher excitation energies is quite featureless, the wrap-a.round neutrons produce 
a fairly continuous 'background' in the spectrum. During some of the runs even 
double wrap-around occurred (ie. the neutrons were recorded two beam periods 
later). 
For our long flight path of 176 m this makes an important contribution to the 
unwanted data. There are two ways to reduce the wrap-a.round in the experiment: 
1. the beam pulse separation can he increased so t.ha.t the lower energy neutrons 
can arrive at the detectors before the next fast ones arrive, 
2. the neutron threshold ca.n be increased so that the lower energy neutrons, 
which would appear a period later and which produce a smaller pulse height, 
are cut <jut. ' 1 ~,, 
''•·, ;, '','' \ 
I 
Both these methods unfortunately also reduce the efficiencies. The pulse separation.> 
was set as large as possible (1 in 7) for 200 ~1eV (for lower energies the 1 in .5 or 1 in 
6 selections were used). The neutron thresholds were set a.t the lower energy end of 
Landau distribution of the energy of the charged particle scattered by the neutron. 
This was clone to include the neutron events, but to eliminate nearly all of the 
muon events from cosmic rays. lf the neutron thresholds can be found accurately, 
then the amount of wrap-around can be determined more accurately. A method for 
determining this neutron threshold was described in section 4.:3.:3. 
For example, by estimating Eth ,....., 60 i\feV at EP = 160. Me\! as shown above, 
the lowest energy neutrons to be measured would correspond to a. nucleus excitation 
energy of Ex = Ep - Q - Eth ,....., 90 !Vie\!. In figure 4.4 it can be seen that this would 
be a double wrap-a.round. Note that the reduced width a.nd increased amplitude 
--~ 
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of the 2nd and 3rd neutron spectra is the result of the non-linear conversion of the 
time to energy spectra. Of the 2nd and 3rd neutron spectra, only the neutrons in 
the wrap-around region correspond to the excitation energy on the axis scale, since 
these neutrons are actually recorded relative to the first pulse. 
In the (p, n) reaction, the first neutrons to arrive at the detectors are those with 
the highest energy, and would be the neutron produced in the reaction from the 
target ground state to the daughter nucleus ground state. In 90 Zr the ground state 
has 1;s. = o+, but the 90 Nb has J;s. = s+. The transition between ground states 
would be a large angular momentum transition (ie. L~O), which would peak at a 
high angle. At the small angles the simple F and GT transitions dominate, so the 
ground state peak is not seen in these low angle (p, n) spectra. In 90 Nb the first 
peak observed in the time spectrum (due to the neutrons of highest energy) is a_J + 
state corresponding to Ex "' 0.9 MeV in figure 4.4. Thus any events in the·:time 
spectrum before this state must either be from different types of events (such as 
cosmic muons), or be neutrons wrapped around from the previous pulse. 
If this early time region is entirely due to wrap-around, then it should match well 
onto the high excitation energy part of the spectrum. This was tested by shffting 1 
the spectrum by one beam period of 251.4 ns and fitting a decaying exponential 
to these two regions in the spectrum as in figure 4.5. The function should then ' 
actually continue from the wrap-around region up to the higher excitation energi-es 
and could then be subtracted to remove all the wrap-around. If the function stiil 
has a substantial magnitude at the high excitation energy end, it should even extend 
over to the next spectrum. 
The exponential function was found to fit very well onto these two regions (see 
figure 4.5) . This would imply that the wrap-around has fallen off substantially after 
one beam period. Estimates of the neutron threshold show that the wrap-around 
should extend much further. It is thus suspected that the wrap-around drops off to 
zero somewhere before the threshold. Exactly how it falls off is not known, but this 
is the information that is needed to be able to extrapolate the function fitted to the ' 
wrap-around data underneath the rest of the data. 
The crudest manner to eliminate the wrap-around is to extrapolate a straight line 
fit of the wrap-around region underneath the rest of the spectrum. On figure- 4:5----
it can be seen that for the earliest discrete peaks, which are of most interest in 
this analysis, the difference between subtracting a straight line fit or a decaying: 
exponential is small. For analysis of the high excitation energy continuum, the 
shape of the wrap-around which is removed is very important. It would, however, 
be most advantageous to use hardware settings to reduce the wrap-around. 
It was checked if the wrap-around neutrons could be removed by software am-
plitude cuts. The wrap-around neutrons have less energy than the neutrons in the 
initial spectrum. So they may deposit less energy in the detectors than the faster 
neutrons. The amplitude spectrum of the neutrons in the wrap-around region was 
compared to that for the rest of the spectrum. The amplitude spectra look very 
similar, the only difference being that the amplitude spectrum of the wrap-around 
neutrons has a slightly sharper peak. Hence an amplitude cut cannot be applied to 
remove these wrap-around events. 
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4.4.2 Event rejection 
A number of events were rejected before the mean time spectra were generated. f:.:: 
brief reasoning for the removal of each of these events will be given. . -. _,, _,'_. 
c··1 
Cosmic-6 events 
The cosmic-6 events are in no way related to the neutron events, thus were not., 
included in the neutron time spectra. The cosmic-6 events would have no effe~t'o~:: 
the cross-sections of discrete states, because their arrival times form a continuous 7 
fl.at distribution. Nevertheless, they would just produce unnecessary background... , 
! .... _'.' 
Single zero events 
:t ·;;_.-, ·,c 
For some events the TDC digitization of the time of the signal from the PMT,'at:J 
one end of a detector provided a zero time measurement. It was suspected· thatT 
this could be a hardware problem. This would imply that the mean time for,such 11 
events would be half the non-zero time, and thus appearing in the wrong pat.ti i of.' 
the spectrum. Most of the single non-zero times were only up to 10 ns later than · 
the zero time. Hence these events do not contribute to events counts at later tiines 
in the time spectrum, but would affect the slope of the straight line fitted to the:: 
wrap-around region. They only form 0.1 % of the total number of neutron events,·) 
but were also removed. 
/. 
Double zero events 
In some events both TDC times were recorded as zero. These probably corresp6h'd .i 
to events at very early times where the TDC is stopped almost as soon as Wis 
started. However, the TDC delays were chosen such that the states of interest•tlid"1 
not lie at times close to zero (usually about 50 ns later). Still these were removed as' i 
they produced high spikes at zero in the spectrum and were not used in the anal'J'~is:'" 
They constituted around 2% of the total neutron events. ;: ,;i 
.Jc.11:,;_;_;,·1·1 
Overflow events 
When an event occurred, all the 12 TDC's were started. But only those' TD'C~-;,~: 
with valid events were stopped by the pulses of those events. All other TDC's1'W,'¢re,; 
thus not stopped, overflowed and the counts in the last bin were incremented:· Si1~ce. 
these overflows do not correspond to actual events in that particular detector, th~y;· 
were also rejected. · J.'«Y.l.J 
The overflow counts did not correspond to valid events, so do not affect the effi-
ciencies. But events with a zero time may be valid events. However, the efficiendes·?: 
were determined from the two peaks in 7 Li(p,n)7 Be(g.s. +0.43MeV). Since thes_e,. 
peaks were recorded at about channel 100, the zero events do not remove valid e~e~
1
ts. 
r ~ : 1 r r. 
from these peaks and the efficiencies are unaffected. , , · 
: l l. 
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4.4.3 Events not removed 
iwo. types of events could have ca.used difficulty in the data: events in multiple 
detectors and events of a low amplitude. Since their contribution to the data of 
interest was small, and it wa.s difficult to remove them unambiguously, they were 
not removed from the data. 
Ey~1nt~i in adjacent detectors 
I"·' 
Fot the detection of the neutrons a. stack of 6 detectors was used (section 3.1.2. The 
reasbn for using such a modular detector is to obtain a sufficiently large solid angle 
for the long flight path and to keep the size of ea.ch module small enough to get good 
light collection properties. The neutrons are detected when they scatter off protons 
or carbon nuclei in the scintilla.tor, which a.re ionising particles. It can happen that 
these. ~cattered charged particles travel from one detector into an adj a.cent detector. 
Thftb a single neutron interaction in the detector stack could trigger valid events 
in1more than one detector at a. similar time. The delay time between these events 
would. only be the time the charged particles would take to travel from the one to 
the. adjacent detector, which is of the order of 600 ps . 
. ·'The procedure that was followed for adding spectra. was to sum all valid events 
frQm all detectors. Then single neutron events would be recorded as multiple neutron 
events, thus overcounting the neutrons. A better procedure would be to select the 
event from only one detector in the case of a. multiple event by, for example, choosing 
the events with the largest pulse height. 
A way to determine the magnitude of this effect is to generate the mean time 
spectrum for one detector, a.nd then to plot. only the mea.n time-; of other detectors 
f~1;~,eve.n.~s which also occurred in the selected detector (figure 4.6). If no charged 
sc~t~ered particles were to cross the detector walls, then all the other time spectra 
wqµlcl; pe empty. If many particles clue to neutron events do cross over into other 
def.e§tors, then the time spectra. of adjacent detectors would have the same structure 
ase;t};lei.~ne selected detector. 
In figure 4.6, where all the mea.n time events of detector :3 were plotted, and all 
multiple events in the other detectors, negligible structure was seen in the adjacent 
detectors, mainly a low constant background. Since the interest lies in the discrete 
peaks, there will be no overcounting, and hence no overca.lculation of the. cross-
sect-~<(n- in the discrete pea.ks clue to such events. These multiple events could well 
b~s,o,_sry-iic events which had high energy, but did not traverse all 6 detectors . 
.. I;I.~nce the procedure that had been followed only produced a small error of "'3% 
d~~"to' overcounting of events, which is negligible compared to the errors of 10-20% 
from th~ peak fitting of the spectrum. 
L.Q*7,,amplitude events 
Th~''heutron events had to pass a threshold in order to be recorded. Many low 
amplitude pulses from wrap-a.roqnd neutrons and cosmic muons \.VOUld be eliminated 
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Figure 4.6: Mean time of events m. detector :J and multiple events in the other 
detectors. 
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threshold was chosen to lie between the cosmic-6 peak and the neutron peak. Using 
this software threshold further low energy neutron events could be removed. The 
co'Ildition for accepting an event would be that the amplitude pulse from either one 
ofthe·photomutipliers of one detector would lie above the software threshold. When 
events were removed in this way, they were less than 1 % of the total neutron events 
and the time spectra of these neutrons had a very similar structure to the spectrum 
of~ll other events. Thus it was better not to employ the amplitude cuts. It can be 
s<ren ;that the hardware thresholds had already been effe.ctive in removing unwanted 
ldw ~-mplitude events. 
4".4".4 Combination of spectra 
I 
The TDC's were calibrated by recording signals from a pulser and inserting known 
d¢lays to cover the whole TDC range. Then the calibration factors were calculated 
stith !that each time spectrum could be plotted on a common scale where 4 channels 
cor~~spond to 1 nanosecond. As the mean time spectra were generated, the times ,.... ' 
for;:each event had to be multiplied by this measured factor. 
'.::"~he spectra for all runs with the same experimental conditions, ie. same target, 
be.a~ energy and beam angle, were then summed. During data acquisition, the raw 
time· spectra were shifted by changing delays so that the corresponding peaks lay 
, .. , 
at roughly the same channel number. For adding the spectra of the 6 detectors 
and numerous runs, they still had to be shifted more accurately. This was done by 
aligning the discrete peaks to within one channel. Once added, the statistics of the 
spectra were much better, and they were then used for peak fitting. 
Fitting of mean times 
The aim of fitting curves to the spectrum is to extract the number of counts for 
tr?-nsitions to different final states, which can be seen as individual peaks, but are in 
some way superimposed on one another. If all the discrete peaks were well separated 
fr9m one another, and the background was negligible, then the counts for each peak 
co,uld simply be found by summing the bins in the region of the peak . 
. As explained in section 4.4.1, a straight line was fitted to account for the wrap-
arburtd neutrons. This straight line was determined and then fixed before fitting 
th~ rest of the spectrum. For the discrete states, the GTGR and the L = 1 state, 
ga'ijs~ian curves were used. The position, width and amplitude of all these curves 
' ~ ' 
were varied simultaneously. 
' 1'he effects which widen the intrinsically narrow states, such as the intrinsic de-
teCtof resolution and beam time spread, produce a symmetric spread in the time 
sp¢'i::tra. Thus symmetric gaussians were fitted to the narrow peaks in the time 
specti=a. If certain processes cause asymmetric spreading, then errors would be 
infa·A~iuced in the extraction of differential cross-sections for each of the states. Os-
1 • t,,: 
terfeld, et al. [OST 85), performed a microscopic analysis of the 90Zr(p, n) spectra. 
In comparing their calculations to the experimental data, they used a Breit-Wigner 
form as the shape for the calculated states. 
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For the GTGR and the states with Ex >15 MeV they chose an asymmetric 
Breit-Wigner form to fit the data better. The GTGR is a combination of many 
unresolved narrow states. The shape of this combined peak is not known, but its 
shape was effectively parameterized by fitting with as few gaussians as possible. In 
deconvoluting our spectra the GTGR was found to be fitted accurately enough by 
one or two symmetric gaussians. · .. 
Osterfeld [OST 82] strongly criticised the removal of background by fitti~g a~ 
quadratic curve underneath all the discrete states, which has often been done in the 
analysis of (p, n) data. Osterfeld performed microscopic model calculations of the 
background underneath the GT resonances of 48C a(p, n) and 4°C a(p, n). He foun4:;-
that most of the background for Ex <20 MeV is 1 + strength. ·· ., 
For 120 MeV, the spectra extend only to Ex "'30 MeV, which is just past the 
L = 1 state. The shape of the continuum cannot be seen and hence quadratic 
background was fitted towards the higher excitation energy data. , ·:1, i;;l 
At 160 and 200 MeV, however, where data to higher excitation energy was ayajJ;;; 
able, the continuum was fitted in such a way to match the data where no statesjf:,an-~: 
be seen, and to fall off to zero before the GTGR. To fit this high excitation energy 
region a combination of up to four wide gaussian curves was used. 
The MINUIT minimisation program [JAM 75, JAM 85] was used for fitting the~~ 
curves to the spectra. For a set of initial parameters the chi-squared value, ie. 
the goodness of the fit, was calculated and the MINUIT program then varied the 
parameters to obtain the smallest chi-squared value within the limits of the par.am-.>• 
eters. From the fitted parameters the number of events underneath each state were :: 
calculated, which were then used to calculate the cross-sections. 
, 1':'! J.;; 
The calculation of cross-sections from the number of events of each peak (bbl-'.'.: 
tained as described in this chapter above) will be shown in the following chapter.· 1 
The Gamow-Teller strength calculated for the various transitions will be presented J 
and the sum of the GT strength will be compared to the expected value of the Ikeda:.: 
sum rule. · 6 ~ ·~ ·~ 
• f ~ 
'.1 I 
I ~·.I:.: i ; i 
i I 
f,. ' .~.' . 
«.: .. !' '! 
i.L 
Results and Discussions 
• ~ , J I; •. • 1 . . 
The differential cross-sections obtained from the mean time spectra, and the calcula-
tidl'li!i 'of the Gamow-Teller strengths, will be discussed. The sum of the Gamow-Teller 
strengths will then be compared to the predictions of the Ikeda sum rule. 
·.r'.2·-~~-· 
5·-~1 Extracting the cross-sections 
The information extracted from the time spectra is the number of counts, N, for 
each peak. The differential cross-section, in millibarns per steradian, could then be 
calculated with 
da N 
df! ~w n t c 
(5.1) 
where N are the number of neutrons detected for a particular transition, ~w = 
1.18x10-5 sr is the solid angle subtended by the stack of detectors, n is the integrated 
flux of protons on the target, t is the target thickness ( =8.98x1020 nuclei.cm-2 for 
the:?? Zr target) and c is the efficiency of the neutron spectrometer. The value c 
really is a product of the actual efficiency and the fractional neutron transmission 
fro,m target to detector. It was determined by Newman (NEW 91] using the reference 
cro$s:-:,s.ections of the 7 Li(p, n )7 Be(g.s. + 0.43 Me V). Usually the fractional livetime 
of the acquisition system is included as a term in equation 5.1. But in our system 
this was corrected for electronically, by reducing the integrated flux, n (as shown in 
section 3.3.6). 
The error in the differential cross-section was calculated by combining the errors 
of the parameters in equation 5.1 in quadrature. A particularly large error in the 
yield was obtained from the MINUIT program when fitting all the peaks simulta-
neously. This is because the errors on the width and amplitude of the peaks are 
negatively correlated, and if the error on the peak area is based simply on the er-
rors on width and amplitude, it is thus too large. Moreover the widths of adjacent 
peaks are strongly negatively correlated. Independent fitting to the IAS only with 
a linear background resulted in a fractional error of 1-2% for the number of counts. 
Thus the errors quoted with the calculated cross-sections are overestimates of the 
actual errors by one order of magnitude. However, uncertainty in the shape of the 
background introduces systematic errors on peak areas of the order of 10-20%. 
51 
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In table 5.1 values of the parameters used to calculate the cross-section of the 1~ 
IAS in the 158 Me V zero degree spectrum are listed. The fractional error of, the · 
charge was estimated to be about 1 %. Note that the fractional error on the number,· 
of counts in the table is an overestimate. ":>>; 
Table 5.1: Sample values and errors for calculating the differential cross-sectiorl''f or 
the !AS at Ep = 158.4 Me V. Note comments in text regarding the errors quoted ini<.· 
the table 
Parameter Value Error Fractional 
Error(%) 
charge, Q 14889µC 149µC 1.00 
target density, t 134.0 mg.cm- 2 0.5 mg.cm- 2 0.37 
efficiency, c 2.119% 0.024% 1.13 ·, \• ·._;'\(.).:I 
path length, L 174.6 m 0.05 m 0.03 
length of detectors 0.6 m 0.005 m 0.83 
counts, N 84758 19610 23.15 
du/dn 4.20 mb.sr-1 0.98 mb.sr 1 23.22 
The deconvoluted zero degree time-of-flight spectra can be seen in figures 5.1, 5.2 
and 5.3. The x2 value per degree of freedom is shown on each fit, which shows how 
close the fitted spectrum lies on the data. The interesting features that were fitted 
in these spectra are (from left to right): three narrow GT (T = 4) states, the Fermi 
IAS (T = 4), the wide GTGR (T = 4), a GT (T = 5) state and an L = 1 resonance. 
The relevant states can be identified by comparing the fitted time spectra to the 
labelled energy spectrum in figure 2.4. c. _:1 ,,~. 
The best fit was obtained for the 200 MeV data, where x2 /11 = 2.04. E~cl};;qL}~ 
the discrete peaks fitted well. At each of the energies the fitted curve lies below F'lle r 
data between the states at Ex = 3.0 and 5.1 MeV. In all previous work no state.h¥:1 ·. 
been reported at this excitation energy. Two possibilities for this discrepancy e~i.sL ; 
either a very weak state lies at this energy which has not been detected befpr~71 Pr'; ~' 
the background continuum from reactions other than the GT 1 + transitions e:x:t~p4~, 1:; 
as far down as Ex = 4 MeV. . rLJi! 
Although the GTGR consists of a large number of close states, the numbe.r: 19f'.-
ga.ussians utilised to fit it was kept as low as possible. Most of the shape lay very 
close to a single gaussian, but at the top of the GTGR, additional structure can be . 
i 1 ,f' 
seen. At 120 MeV another small gaussia.n can be used to fit this additional cioss-·•J 
section, but a.t 200 MeV the data. did not lie too far off the fitted curve to requirel; 
another curve. The best resolution wa.s obtained a.t 160 MeV , and at this en~!gY. -;; 
the spectra a.t each of the angles clearly show a. double peak at the top. The fractm:Qn;; _, 
of cross-section of these two peaks compared to that of the cross-section due to 1t:he ''(. 
single gaussian is only about 1.5%, so no additional curves were used to account for 
them. · 1/· 
The wide gaussians used to fit the continuum follow the data very closely. Tlie 
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difficulty is in determining how far the continuum stretches towards the lower exci-
tation energies. Under the assumption that most of the strength under the GTGR 
is 6T strength, the continuum was fitted such that it decreased from the data at 
excitation energies above the L = 1 resonance down to the straight line wrap-around 
at the position of the GTGR. Hence the greatest uncertainty due to this continuum 
would be caused in the fitted cross-section of the L = 1 peak. 
-cThe. ·differential cross-section, calculated with equation 5.1 for the zero degree 
sp.ect·ra -at each of the energies are listed in table 5.2. The cross-section for the Fermi 
Table 5.2: Differential cross-sections for each of the peaks fitted in the mean time 
spectra. For an explanation of the large cross-section for the L = 1 distribution 
at Ev = 195.5 Me V see section 5.1.1. Note comments in text regarding the errors 
quoted in the table. 
Excitation energy I da /dn 
(Me VJ (mb/sr) 
Ev=120.0 MeV Ev=158.4 MeV Ev=197.5 MeV 
1.0 (GT) 1.31±0.60 0.95±0.42 1.08±0.11 
2.3 (GT) 4.53±1.00 6.37±0.94 7.52±0.64 
3.0 (GT) 2.35±0.74 1.66±0.41 5.05±4.01 
. 5.1 (F) 5.84±1.15 4.20±0.98 4.57±0.69 
i 8.7 (GT) 31.82±4.19 37.36±4.06 50.40±7.78 
13.4 (GT) 3.57±1.09 4.53±2.82 5.22±0.44 
17.9 (L=l) 12.31±4.27 11.84±6.18 37.02±1.19 
state at Ex = 5.1 MeV remains fairly constant over the energy range of Ev = 120 
to 200 ·MeV. The GT state at Ex = 1.0 MeV remains constant, whereas the states 
at ·-,E~ ·,:i::: 2.3 and 3.0 MeV increase noticeably. The most dramatic increase with 
enetigy is in the GTGR, which rises from 31.82 mb/sr to 50.40 mb/sr. The T = 5 
stateiat Ex = 13.4 MeV also increases with energy. Again the quoted errors on the 
differential cross-sections are unreliable, since they do not take proper account of 
cortE!latiohs. However, they are of the order of magnitude of the systematic error, 
which is dominant. A full error analysis remains to be done, but is beyond the scope 
of 'thlsjwork. 
5.'f~.f :: . Angular distributions 
The.;strong increase of the cross-section of the transition at 17.9 MeV with increase 
in 1tllg1e (shown in figure 5.4 for Ep = 158.4 MeV) indicates that this is not an L = 0 
transHion, but probably an L = 1 transition. The data shown is for the angles 0°, 
2° ·ait1d-4°. In previous studies this resonance has also been assigned L = 1 [BAI 80). 
At Ev = 200 Me\! the angular distributions do not follow the expected trend 
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Figure .5.2: Deconvoluted mean lime 8pectrum at EP = 158.4 Me V. 
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Figure 5.3: Deconvol'Uted mean ti·me spectrum rd Ep=197.5 kle V. This 2° sp~ctrum 
was taken as the spectrum closest to lhc true 0° spectrum (see section 5.1.1). 
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Figure 5.4: E:i:citation spectra fmm the f.'J,f 111.r;.cm.-2 ~io Zr target at Ev= 1.58.4 Me V 
showing the angular change of !hf ;;fotr: f/f E,,. ,..._,j() Mc V .limn 0° to 4°, indicating 
this as an L = 1 fmnsition. 
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with increasing angle, but it increases from 0° to 2°, and then decreases from 2° 
to 4 °. The L = 1 peak cross-section is expected to increase from 0° to 4 °, but 
it decreases from 0° to 2°, and only then increases from 2° to 4 °. These spectra 
were compared to a set of runs in the previous year, using the thinner 
90 
Zr target, 
where the angular distributions were as expected. It was concluded that the true 
0° spectrum lies closest to the measured 2° spectrum. In table 5.2 the L = 1 cro~s­
section is significantly larger at 200 MeV, which may be a result of the 2° spec;t*1I? 
being noticably different from the true 0° spectrum. 
It is suspected that the angle settings of the beam swinger were set incorrectly for 
the 200 MeV runs in June 1991. Hence the EP = 197.5 MeV, 2° spectrum was used''~ 
in comparison with the 0° degree spectra at other energies. The (p, n) spectra of 
other targets at the dubious angular setting were examined. The same trend as for 
90 Zr , with the L = 1 peak being lowest at 2°, was observed for all the other targets, 
thus confirming the suspicion that the beam swinger angles had been incorrectly set, .... . ' .. r1 ! 
5.2 Gamow-Teller strengths 
~- ,. 1 
The GT strength, B( GT), for each GT transition can be calculated using eqtla-i ~ 
tion 2.22. Then the GT strength can be summed for all the discrete states, whi,cq. 
gives the total observed GT strength. This sum was compared to the value of 30'. 'i 
from the Ikeda Sum Rule and in table 5.3 the fraction of the sum rule observed is 
shown. . i ' . 
' : ·' ! ,. ~ i '. j 
Table 5.3: Fraction of GT strength in 90 Zr(p, n )90 Nb. The sum of GT is lower at 
Ep ......, 200 Me V, possibly because the detection angle was not quite zero degrees. Note 
comments in text regarding the errors quoted in the table. 
Proton Energy 'EB(GT) GT fraction 
(Me VJ % 
120.0 15.7±3.5 52.3±11.6 
158.4 14.6±3.7 48.7±12.4 
197.5 11.8±2.3 39.2± 7.7 
The errors on 'EB( GT) and the GT fraction derive from the errors on the cross-
section of the GT states and the IAS, and hence may be unreliable. The sum of the 
GT strength for Ep = 120 and 160 MeV lies at 50% of the sum rule value within the 
errors. The lower value of the 'EB( GT) for Ep = 200 MeV most likely arises from 
the error in the angle settings at this energy: even though the 2° spectra is clg~y~_t:·.i 
to 0°, it is most likely not exactly at 0°. Hence the measured GT cross-secticw~·~" 
which are L = 0 transitions peaked at 0°, are lower than at the true 0° setti~,g,: 
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Conclusions 
Th'e" total GT strength measured in this experiment will be related to the sum 
obtained in other studies. Recommendations for further investigation will be given. 
6.~-~ Missing GT strength 
Th~' strength which has been extracted from the 90 Nb spectra. was for the discrete 
G~· states and the GTGR. The strength from these states provides a lower limit to 
tile strength expected from the sum rule. The missing strength has to be accounted 
for, or an explanation found why the total strength was not detected. 
In figure 6.1 the fraction of GT sum rule strength observed for (p, n) on many 
nuclei can be seen. The hatched region indicates the uncertainty of how much GT 
FRACTION ot GT-SUMRULE OBSERVED in ( p,n) 
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Figiire 6.1: The fraction of the GT sum rule observed in (p,n) reaction on many 
nude?.. The hatched area includes strrnglh unde·1·nen.th the discrete peaks, but not at 
excit~'tion energies above the GTGR. From [CAA 85}. 
strength lies in the background underneath the discrete states. The summed GT 
strength does not include strength in the continuum. It can be seen that our summed 
,59 
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GT strength of aroimd 50±12 % of the Ikeda sum rule is in accordance with the 
sum obtained for many other nuclei with A 2: 90. . 1•. > 
The (p, n) reaction probes the 513- strength. In sections 2.1 and 2.4 it was st~t~,4, 
that the Sf3+ strength can be obtained using the ( n, p) reaction. Recent d,Cl:ta --~f''.·J 
Olsson, et al. [OLS 92] using 90 Zr(n,p) at En= 98 Me\!, showed that the sum, rule 
strength obtained from the GT 0° cross-section is 
Sf3+ = 1.7 ± 0.2 units. 
This value is small compared to the :3( N - Z) = 30 for 90 Zr, but it means that even 
a larger fraction of the Sf3- = 3(N - Z) + Sµ+ strength has remained undetected. 
Many suggestions have been made tha.t a large proportion of the strength has 
shifted into the high excitation energy continuum. Possible processes for this could 
be 6-hole or 2p-2h excitations, a.s described in section 2.6. · 
In the continuum it becomes extremely difficult to extra.ct the additional GT 
( L = 0) strength. The states at high excitation energy become very broad and fiat, 
so they cannot be identified clearly. There a.re also a. large number of states which 
overlap substantially. For higher excitation energy other processes also contribute 
to the spectrum. The shape of the background due to these other processes is not 
understood well, and no models can so far describe it accurately _enough that it · 
can be subtracted and the GT strength identified. The phenomelogical model by· 
Kalbach, using multistep-direct-rea.ctions can be used to obtain an estimate of the 
events due to reactions other than GT (L = 0) transitions. However, this model does 
i1ot describe the processes - it is simply a model that is able to fit the experimental 
angular distributions extremely well. Usually quasi-free scattering calculations have 
been used to account for reactions a.pa.rt from (p, n) in the background (section 2.6). 
6.2 Further experimental work 
A possible method for analysing the continuum is to perform a multipole decompo-
sition of events within a. narrow excitation energy band. For this measurements at 
a. large number of angles in the range 0° to 2.5° are necessary, which have so far not 
become available from our experiments at N AC. If such data. becomes available, this 
method can be used to extra.ct the L = 0 coniponent. of the continuum, and then 
we could obtain a measure of how much of the strength can be accounted for in the 
continuum. 
In future experiments the overall energy resolution can be improved by position-
ing the detector stack longitudinally to the neutron b.eam so that the position of the 
neutron interaction in the detector can be determined more accurately. However, it 
must then be ensured ·that contributions from other errors, such as the beam time 
width and the energy spread in the target (section :3.2) a.re less important than that 
of the improved path length uncertainty. 
These studies on 90 Zr, on which much published data is available, have been 
a confirmation to us that our neutron spectrometer at N AC can be used to obtain 
reliable data. The next pha.se of the experimenta.I program would be to study odd-A 
nuclei. 
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' ·Finally, the missing strength leads to the question: has the GT strength just 
not been identified in the experiment, or are other physical processes involved, re-
moving the strength, which we do not (so far) understand? In the midst of much 
experimental and theoretical work this question still remains open. 
I 'will conclude with the comment made by Osterfeld in a recent review paper on 
nuclear spin and isospin excitations [OST 92]: 
"This history of spin and isospin excitations in nuclei over the last 
· decade indicates that still more unexpected phenomena await discovery 
.. and that nuclear physics will continue to be challenging and exciting." 
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·Log of the 90 Zr data 
The runs 150-:330 were performed during October/November 1990. The runs .510-
637 were performed during .June/July 1991. The short Lithium runs (in between 
the longer runs on Zirconium) used for efficiency calculations have not been listed 
in the table. 
Note that Obeam is the beam swinger angle (the angle of the deflected proton beam 
with respect to its undeflected position), fhargei. is the rotation angle of the target 
w.r.t. the undeflected proton beam. During the 1990 runs, the experiment was run 
with a second parasitic experiment, which required the rotation of the target. 
Table A.l: The log of the 90 Zr data. 
Run File Ep Obeam Cha:1:qe Run Run Beam Otarget Thickness 
number size (1H ell) (d<:g) (p.C) date time (nA) (deg) (rng.cm- 2 ) 
150 821 200.0 0 2875 l ~)-10-90 7:11 108 30 10.0 
160 604 200.0 0 636 20-10-90 0:54 200 30 10.0 
162 208:3 200.0 0 2999 20-10-90 4:11 200 :30 10.0 
177 82.5 200.0 0 1662 21-10-90 2:19 201 30 10.0 
178 3269 200.0 0 :3801 21-10-90 6:01 197 30 10.0 
184 244 198.4 0 1276 26-10-90 1:40 225 30 10.0 
186 82 198.4 4 :386 26-10-90 0:32 205 ;30 10.0 
187 9 198.4 4 38 26-10-90 0:04 200 30 10.0 
188 15 198.4 4 71 26-10-90 0:06 200 30 10.0 
189 11.5 198A 4 .545 26-10-~JO 0:47 200 30 10.0 
190 61 198.4 4 296 26-10-90 0:24 200 30 10.0 
192 :371 198.4 4 1804 26-10-90 2:25 200 30 10.0 
193 125 198.4 4 59:3 26-10-90 0:49 230 30 10.0 
202 470 198.4 4 219.5 27-10-90 :3:02 20.s 30 10.0 
20.s 8 198.4 2 21 27-10-~)0 0:03 201 30 10.0 
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Run File Ep ebeam Charge Run Run Beam Dtarget Thickness 
number szze (Mell) (deg) (1tC) date time (nA) (deg) (mg.cm- 2 ) 
206 913 198.4 2 2785 27-10-90 :3:5.5 201 30 10.0 
224 15 198.4 0 57 28-10-90 0:05 200 30 10.0 
225 627 198.4 0 2788 28-10-90 3:52 210 30 10.0 
299 532 199.6 2 3175 18-11-90 4:21 210 0 10.0 
326 421 121.1 0 779 24-11-90 4:25 498 0 10.0 
328 100 121.1 0 1854 24-11-90 1:04 .507 0 10.0 
330 287 121.1 0 .5413 24-11-90 3:04 502 0 10.0 
511 86 197.5 0 59 21-06-91 0:05 197 0 134. 
513 2258 197.5 0 2906 21-06-91 4:04 200 0 134. 
525 3080 197.5 0 2409 22-06-91 :3:19 20.5 0 134. 
526 ,594 197.5 0 486 22-06-91 0:40 215 0 134. 
530 3714 197.5 0 2832 22-06-91 4:00 200 0 134. 
533 .51 197.5 2 :37 22-06-91 0:03 210 0 134. 
,534 158.5 197..5 2 116:) 22-06-91 1::38 21:3 0 134. 
.536 4794 197.5 2 :J:SlS 2:3-06-91 4:59 21.5 0 <llt 
. 546 2714 197.5 4 20.51 2:3-06-91 :3:01 203 0 134· . 
555 2169 158.4 0 2292 28-06-91 1:25 .517 0 134. 
557 2091 1.58.4 0 2254 28-06-91 1:21 .500 0 134. 
564 5075 1.58.4 0 4404 28-06-91 2:4:3 460 0 134. 
569 4292 1.58.4 2 4027 28-06-91 2:27 500 0 134. 
579 3773 158.4 2 :3097 29-06-91 1:.58 476 0 134. 
591 6117 158.4 4 6192 :30-06-91 :3::39 509 0 134. 
594 1846 1.58.4 0 1642 :J0-06-91 0:.58 495 0 134. 
598 :3870 158.4 0 :3611 :30-06-91 2:06 .51:3 0 134. 
599 1546 158.4 0 1457 :30-06-91 0:49 524 0 134. 
606 ;33:3:] 120.0 0 6668 05-07-91 :J:.52 .504 0 134. 
617 3072 120.0 0 61:)7 06-07-91 :3::30 -507 0 134. 
623 527 120.0 2 1071 OG-07-91 0::3.5 .50:3 0 134. 
625 2572 120.0 2 :)2:)8 06-07-91 :3:01 502 0 134. 
637 2437 120.0 4 5:30:3 08-07-91 :3:02 495 0 134. 
,, 
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TaHle A.2: Run numbers for the summul 90 Zr 8pectra displayed in ihe thesis. Data 
foHvery short runs and for runs with very unstable beam. time were not used in the 
summing. For spectra not on this !isl. lhc runs nvmbers are shown on the figure. 
Ep {)beam Run n11mbers 
( l\1 € \/) (deg) 
120.0 0 606, 617 
120.0 2 62:3, 625 
120.0 4 6:37 
158.4 0 555, 557, 564, 594, 598, 599 
158.4 2 569 
: : ' 
158.4 4 .591 
197.5 0 525, .526, 5:30 
197.5 2 5'.34 .. 5:36 
197 .. 5 4 546 
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